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ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY

SELF- INSTRUCTIONAL TRAINING SYSTEM FOR THE DEAF:

I. PURPOSE'OF THE REPORT

DOCUMENTARY REPORT

-.The purpbse of this report is to document the origins and development

of the Elebtronic Assembly Self-Insti.Uctional Training System for the

Deaf. The content and functions of the system are described, together

. with the instructional concept on which the system is based. Both the

conceptual andand deVelopmental antecedents of the system are identified.

An evaluation of instructional and.administrative effectiveness is

based on tryout aad classroom experience.

II.; SUMMARY

C

The objective'of system development was to provide a self-instructional

curriculuin which would prepare deaf high school students for entry-level

electronic asseMbly jobs in industry. A second objective was'to 'base
V

system development on a model of instruction which c6uld serve for the.

development and improvement of other curriculum,' both vocational and

academic.

°

A course of instruction was devised consisting of'seven discrete units,

each encompassing progressively more complex aspects of the electronic

assembler's job. The titles of-these units are: 1) Mechanical'

Assembly; 2)- Wire Preparation; 3) K.Ssembly Soldering; 4)'Wire

'Installation; 5) Wire Harness building and fhstallation; 6) Componen,/

Instklation; and 7) Electronic A.IS:italtlyileyroshTChaigues. In tbe

process of completing these units, the trainee acquires the knowledge

and performance skills necessary, for assemblying electronic chassis

and printed circuit boards, and learns to work independently from in-

dustrial assembly ',drawings and wiring diagrams.

-1-
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The traineg receives individual instruction at a workbench equipped

with electronic assembly tools, parts, and materials, and a 35mm film-
.,

strip projegtor and screen for individual viewing.

Instruction is presented in the form of coordinated programmed

textbook and filmstrip materials. The trainee learns at his own

pace, responding to instruction by metering written answers into

his textbook, and by performing electronic assembly tasks at the

workbench.

The system does not eliminate the need for a classroom teacher.

Guided by a progiihmmed manual, the teacher periodically monitors

and evaluates the trainee : s work, administers achievement tests

upon completion of each of the seven instructional units, and

refers the trainee to remedial instruction as necessary.'

The concept for the7system derived from a World War II audiovisual

training program, successful production-aid applications of learner
\

centered audiovisual instruction in industry, and,research in pro-

grammed learning effectiveness for the deaf and mentally retarded.

Project development was proposed in 1966 and began in 1967. By

the end of 1969, a prototype version of the entire system had been

completed and had undergone tryout at the Oregon School for the

Deaf., Salem, and the'California Schools4ior the Deaf, Berkeley and

-Riverside.

Aften revisior( of instructional materials based on tryout results,

a classroom version was produced for demonstration and evaluation

in school's for the deaf and rehabilitation settings. During the

fall semester 1970, this versions was introduced into the curri-

culum at the California Schools for the Deaf, Berkeley and River-

side; American School for the Deaf, West Hartford, Connecticut;

and the Salem Rehabilitation Center, Oregon. Eight workbenches

'were -installed at AMerican School for the Deaf; six at the Calif-

orniaSchool for the Deaf, Berkeley; and five .?.ach at the Calif-
.

ornia School for.eHe Deaf, Rivqrside, and' the Salem Rdhabilitation.

Facility.



At the Salem Rehabilitation Facility, the Sygtem is being demonstra-
r

ted and evaluated for use with other handicapped populations! in

addition to the deaf.

Experience in administering instruction to approximately 85

trainees indicates that the system is both instructionally

effective and economical: a workbench- can be installed, complete

with electronic assembly gear and filmstrip projector and screen

for $1,000 or less. The cost of expendables for each trainee can

be less than $35.

Deaf trainees of normal intelligence, but with reading grade

levels as'low as 3.5, have successfully completed the course of

.instruction and met the specified performance objectives. Average

time for completing instruction is approximately 100 hours, with

individual completion times ranging from 50 hours or less to 200

hours or more")

Length of individual instructional periods appears to be an im-

portant variable in instructional effectiveness. Both the speed

and quality of the. trainees' work has tended to increase with

longer instructional periods. No problems exist in holding the

trainees''interest and keeping them at their Werkbencheduring
I;

the longer periods.

The system appears to be both flexible and adaptive toAn4vidual

learning 'Styles. One consistent' characteristic of,adminisiration

in multiple-workbench classrooms has been the spontaneous,cemer-
--

gence of peer-tutor relationships between trainees.

Because programmed learning materials bear the burden of communi-

cation and instruction, the classfoom instructor need not bq an

experienced teacher of the deaf. In facp, experience to date

indicates-that the best instructor is an experienced electronic

assembler, assembly supervisor, or electronic:iechnician. A com-
,

peteat instructor can supefVise the ,work of 10 trainees, each at

an individual workbench.



The system, is :plearly applicable'to,other populations than the

.,deaf. The-self-pacing feature Aakes it highly attractive for

miked groups with indiv4dual learning differences. Because it

doe's nOt, reOire a,high level of reading and because of

'its self-motivating aspects,,the system may-well serve a broad

range Of handicapped and retarded learners in both School and

rehabilitation- Settings.*

0
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4.

fri. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING SYSTEM
-)"

A. Objective Training System

The *objective of the Electronic Agsemb)V 1,f- Instructional fia n-

ipg System for the Deaf i6 to provide th trainee'with speeific
a.

skills whic.10willpermit him to compete suacessfuj4.for an encry
,- - -

.

levO job as an electronic a emhler'in indUstry,

The curriculum encompass 5 .5 ven skill are each one repreSent-

ing a progressively more comvlex. aspect of electronic. assembly

work:

Mechanical Assembly.

_A. Wire-preparatie-P
.

3. Assembly Soldering

,Wire Installation

Wire Harness Building

6; Component- Installation

7. EleCtronlc'AsSembly'Reork Techniques

The trainee learns read .and independently wo

assImbly drawings and wiring instructions and acquires th5 skills

weas5ary for making electronic assemblies. In the process of

completing the course of instruction; the trainee,actuailyputs,
. ; .

togs ti a mechanical assembly, assembles an electronic terhlinal-

board chassis builds and in tills a wire harness, and installs

components on a printed circuit 'board.

o:theory As taught. The skills and procedures es learnt d e only.,
,

those typically required on-the job, as defined ad by detailed- task
...

analyses in industrial settings. Thus, while the trainee. learm;-

to voltage regulators fOr use, with 301dering iron and ,

thermal wire strippers, the word "volt" and "voltage never

ThrY-tra ning system was designed to provide ina vocational

instruction for betlyboys and girl4 during Oe senior year in

high. s taool s tor the deaf. The system 'desi4wd t,Dr. learners

of normal intelligence and a reading level no IoWer than the 3,

grade level-

4J
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B. Instructional Concept
1/2

.Exhibit Ishows the ban c model of tutorial rinstructionwhich

was the point of departuie in designing the t.rainfrig systete.

As de(Ticted in this model, thelearner receives an incrementibf

instruction; ha responds cothe inectuction, the response is oval-
..

ustea;.tl* learner receives'ilasiedisie feedback as tu the quality

of the response; and selection and presentaiion of the next in-

crement of instruction is made 6n the basis of the preceding

0.

1.

evalletion.

To the extent chat the lesson presents ion. evaluartont and feea-

back "functions can bs'automited, it possible to'achieve
I

l

wy.

automated, progratuied instruction. Completely eel -instructional

in:kr:wined learning is achieve4.when,thess function ara,automated

to the extent that a learner may tAdependently meet arI'learnig
4

objectives withouttirequiring the presence of an instrdawr. Vith-
1,

in this context, the Compleety of comptitlly-"autOmated"-program-

med learning might range

complicated computer-base

simpli-xext programs to higly

spdiovisual systems. N.

1

Exhibit I. Conce'tual Model: Tutorial Instruction.

=6-
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Exhibit 2 shows the adaptation of the basic tutorial model which

was actually uses]. Iii this model, the classroom instructor is

not eliminaked.from the system, but rather is programmed inWitr

As degicted, instruction revolves around a program of self-in-

stsuction through which the trainee proceeds individually and at

his own pets.- The trainee responds to instruction through pro-

grammesklearning exercises. Self-testa permit the trainee to

.evaluate his.own work,iacquire immediate feedback, and select

subliequent/ Ancrements of. instruction.

The role of the teacher is to monitor the trainee's work and the
IIP

trainee's evaluation of that work, to ruintorce learning by con-
. t

firmation of achievement, and to provide tupplemqbtary and remedial
-

instruction as required. The teacher's involvement is programmed

just as the trainee's" activities are programmed..

In this model, the burden of instruction is. borne by the indivi-
.

dualize4 programmed learning. The teacher's role essentially is

that of quality assurance. It is patterned after the job of the

quality assurance inspector in an industrial setting. The teacher's

primary function is to assure .that the standard of performance set

by the program is aOleved and;maintained, an4td be sure the

learner is aware of 'ind corrects any dOiciencies in his Mork.
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PROGRAMMED

SELFINSTRUCTIOti

TRAINEE

FEEDBACK
, 0

'QUALITY,
ASSURANCE

(TEACHER)

LEARNING
EXERCISES

(RESPONSE)

,

Exhibit Conceptual Model:: Electronic Assembly Self-Instructio 1

Training System for the 'Deaf.

4
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I

C. Method,of Instruction

of .

3,

Eaqh of the seven skill, areas covered by-the curricu346 is repre-
.

seated by a discrete unit of.instruction. The titles of these

un/tg are:

l.' Mechanical Assembly

2.. Wire Preparation

3. Assembly Soldering '

4. Wire Installation'

5. Wire Harness Building and Installation

6. Component Installation

7. ReworkWechniques
2:

Inst uctionarl imbloprialb for each unit consist of the following:

A programmed textbook And coordinated colekr filmstrips.

Coordinated aqsemblY:drawings and wiring instructions.

3. A final 'examination.

4. A teacher "s manual.
4

The trainee receives individitalized instruction at a workbench

completely equipped with all required electronic assembly 'tools,

parts, and materials., The workbench also incorporates a 35mm

filmstrip projector and a table -top screen for individual viewing.

Except for the projector and screen;, the workbench and its.furn-
-

iihings are representative of those foundin must industlial

settings.

4
,

Thr, trainee learns at his, own pace. He controls the filmstrip

vesentation and re*ponds to step-by-step text and filmstrip in-
.

stfUction Ipt entering written answers into the programmed textbook

'or by performing electronic assembly tasks. Lekrning exercises

approximate on-the-job activities as closely as possible.

Normally,. the teacher interacts with the trainee only when he is

called for. .The programmed textbook periodically instructs the

trainee to ask the teacher to check his work. In addition, the

trainee may call. on the teacher whenever he feels rte needs help.

-9-
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The teacher checks and evaluatbg the tra4lee'8' workTwiththt aid .

of` data in the teacher's' mtnual..'ly remedial instractionlsTre-

4uired, the teacher may refer the vcainee *propriate;programmed

learning material or may provIdeppleM;s1.04 instruction ,in fierson.

The teacher also adMinisters the fina4.1txaLilatiOn:fdr-eaChfuait:-

The examination is designed to assurZilat the.-traineOlas'.achI'E>ved:-.

AI1 primary learning objectives:, and to.revfeal:Anyiianilig

ciencies whiCh-mdst be corrected- tbe:traine'e goes_ bn :to/the,.-

next unit. -
, -Exhibit 3 shows different types of-wprkb!pn61.-oEure.laOroomartanger.

; si-.

ments. At American School for the Dear, : est f tforti,.: opnectl uti'

I.

eight workbenches are installed against- pposita_wa11..of the class-'

room. At Galifornia School, or thelDeaf,- Berke10,...six workbenches.

are installed back-to-back.

In Exhibit '4, the top picture stiowa
.

.

workbench, one of th!pae Ohich the trainee

during the course OflAnst'rUction. The,trb4peeaprograMMed:;t0t7
$ , -

-book is on the right. An assembly drawing is on the .the

-numbered and lettere0 bins in b'Oth the top and b t gra- t Lire FC :.

contain electronic assembly hardware. The numbers and Jetters cat--

respond to 'ciara44(1 the programmed textbooks and assembly drpwings,_

cillt bottom picture in Exhibit 4'shows a slide projector :rather

than a filmstiip projector, because 'California SChool for the BI.e.of,
, .

Riverside; is eqUipped for slides rather than filmstrips. Te 7

'types of workbenches and workbench accessories shown in Exhibits

3k and 4'may differ, but the basic arrangement of each workbench: _

is the same. ...
One of the design objectives of the.training system Wasthat 411 .

electronic assembly and filmstrip projection hardware shilliltb

on-the-shelf and readily avallable from retail dealers.,4;Thisb7,

jective was met. No special equipment of any kind wae"tveated ink

the system. Different types of workbenches and workbench acc5Aoties

may be used, as long as they meet functional sPecification,

r)

-10 -
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Exhibit, 3.. 'Electronic Assembly Classrooms. 'To'p: American School for the'
Deaf, West Hartford, Connecticut. Bottom: California School
for the Deaf, Berkeley.
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Exhibft.3. (Continued) Top: California School forythe Deaf, Rivertide.
Bottom: Lalifornia School for the Deaf, Berkeley.
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. Eiectxonic Assembly WOrkberiches. Toper American School for the

Deaf, West Itrtford, Connecticu.t. Bottom: Calgorrita Sthool

for the Deaf,.Rivpreide. - .
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Exhibit shows a sample page from one of the Programmed te*tbooks.

Every frame (step) of instruction in the textbook is accompanied

by a numbered frame on the filLtrip. The filmstrip frames

accompanying the s5mple page-are reproduced in Exhibit 6.

In the sequence' of instruction shown in Exhibits 5 and 6, Frame

44 provides the trainee with textbook instruction only. After '

writing his response to the question in Frame"44, the student

will proceed td, fillstripsFrame 44-Answer for the correct ansdier\--.

to the question: Throughout all seven instructional prdgrams

(units), all question frames are in..the form of filmstrip and/o12,

text. All answer frames are...filmstrip only.

, . .

Frame 45 is an information frame consisting of both filmstrip and

text] , Note that both Frames 44 and 45 refer the trainee to some -

thi A g he already has learned.' The trainee is asked to transfer

that kniwledge (i.e.: component leadS are wrapped andAstress

.

0.

wirerelief as made the
,

same as in wire installation). .;.No terminology

i

,. .

its taugh't
.

throughout ehe sequence bhcause all terminology already
f. .

'has been-learned.
.

Frame 46 requires a performance response. "Bin-7-2" in Step 1

'
ferS to one of the numbered.pins 6hocrn iVrEkhibit4.

Frame 47 is a criterion -frame;which permits the, trainee to evaluate

his own work. Prior to reaching this point in the instructional

program, except for stress relief, the trainee already has learned

all of the other, criteria in Frame 414.

Frame '47 also calls for a teacher s check. Exhibit 7 shows the
1.

to ther's checklist for Framd 47. The teacher's manual contains

a similar checklist for every "Teacher's Ch"eck" frame ,in all

seven prograr'.

d

V

tt,
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44. You will wrap component leads to terminals the same,as you wrapped wire;
...00 /

How will you wrap component leads?

. A. Wrap both leads at the same time. //, S._ , C

.- B. Wrap one lead at a time.

, .

44-ANSWE

.45. When you install a component you must make a stress relief in the

leads, the same as you m in bare wi4e. N

The picture shows a stress relief. ,

..,'.

46. -Read each step, and then do it: .
..

1 . 1): Get a component from in 72. Center the component between
.

two teriiiiills. j 1,

2) Begin the wra. p by twhting, the lead around one terminal.
,

3) Finish the wrap
,

Wrap" one lead:to a terMinal now. ,'
,3' . , . .

./

.

-

,
.

47.. Inspect your Wrap: i ' .

.

.

,

A. Ls the component centered? ,
,

B. Is the color code on the left?. .

C. Is there a good stressvrelief?

C. Is thewrap tight?

After you make a correct wrap, ask your teacher to check your work,

Teacher's Check:,

,
.

, .

Exhibit Programmed Ttxtbook (Excerpt)": Component Installation.

11.

41,
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WORHOOK M3MiC11,06i (or\LY

44 ANSWER \

CORRECT ANSWER: B.

Wrap ono lead at a timo.

I -

d
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.

Inructor's Check List ,

COMP9NENT INSTALLATION

Electronic\Assembly Program No. 6

,Prame Activity Check List
.

47 Connecting Components -1) Component centered.

To Turret Terminals code2) Color on left.

Stress Relief 3) 'Leads wrapped to botm
of terminals.

..

62 Connecting Components
. 4) Leads wrapped in same direction.

Sr,i

To Turret Terminals 5) Full wraps - -- tight wraps.

Component Body Flat 4) No kinks or nicks in leads.

Against Terminal Board !
'7)' FRAME 48: Good stress, relief. //,

.
8) FRAME 62: All leads trimmed.

Component body fliat
. against board. / .

/
Ubor,90.? bends/

/
in

leads.
./

. ,,'

.)

. .,
f

M
.

1

.

1 .
. .

..,

.

*

. ,

1

Exhibit 7. Teacher's Checklkst (Excerpt): Component Installation.
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Exhibit 8 shows another satfiple page from one of the programmed

extbooks:

In this sequence, Frame 85 calls for a performance response based

on both text and filmstrip content.

Frame 86 provides text instruction only, but requires a 'written
, d

,

response based on 'data which the trainee must seek and find in an

assembly drawing. exhibit 9 shows the data it excerpts from the

assembly drawing.

Frame 87. provides both text and filmstrip instruction, but once

again the trainee must refer to the assembly drawing to'correctly.

execute the tierformance response: Frame 86 has assured that the -

trainee knows how to interpret the assembly drawing (Step 20).

,Frame 88 provides text instruction,only, with a performance

response again based on data in the assembly drawing. Exhibit 10

shows the teacher's checklist for Frame 88.

In addition to providing the criteria for evaluating the trainee's

work, the teacher's checklists also serve as references for pre-

scribing remedial instruction. The "Activity" lists it the .

teacher's checklists conform to the outline of learning objectives

(see page 30,.. LearninEi. Objectives) for all seven instructional

programs. If a trainee's performance is in any way deficient, a

quick scanning of the "Activity" list for appropriate instructional

content will immediately reveal what learning exercises are re-

quired to correct the deficiency.

All programmed'iearning content throughout the entire sequence of

seven programs is linear. No brandling instruction is provided.

Repetition of self-inatructiamOs7xercises, witty whatever personal,

help might be needed from the teacher, is the basic strategy for

remediation.

In addition to the teacher's checks,'another diagnostic instrument

is the final examination which follows completion. of each oUthe

seven instructional programs. Each examination is designed to con-'

-firm that the trainee has achieved specified' learning objectives,

-18-
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85.

..--.,

Your multi-conductor cable has insulating material between the inner

conductors. This material looks like rope.

Cut off the material between the inner conductors. '11%1 picture

shows how. ........

Cut off.the material now.
.

86. `Step 20 in the Assembly Drawing shows how long to cut the inner

conductors.

How' long does Step 20 show to cut the inner conductors?

A. The red wire (R) must be inches long.

B. The black wire (BK) must be - inches long.
. .

C. The green wire (GN) must be. inches long. '.,_

D. The white wire (WH) must be inches long.
.

_

. 86-ANSWER :
.

,

87. Cpt the inner conductors for Step 20.
4

%

'

The picture shows how to measure each conductor.
..

Measure and cut the inner conductors now.

...

88.
.

Do Step 21 in the Assembly Drawing now. -

.

After you finish, ask your teacher to check your work.

. ...

Teacher's Check:

4

Exhibit 8. Programm0 texIbook (Excerv0): Wire .Installation.
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' \ A-7 A-16 A-24

i A-26
4

A -8 A-17 A -Q5 qe\

A-27

ASSEMBLY .INST.FiLiCT IONS
. 4.

INSTRUC.TIONS

AWG 20 BARE WIRE A-1/A-10(NS)

AWG 20 PARE WIRE A-2/A- 11 (NS)

SOLDER -10 AND 4-2

AWC

44.1.010.0.

arm

1RE A--` 'A-6(e

' 20 A. N
:NE Cr G-

18 -8' AviG 120 INSULATED WIRE A-27 G-3(S) DO NOT
CONNECT G-3

DRESS WIRES A-25, A-26, A-27 FLAT TO CHASSIS-
INSTALL CLAMPS F AND H (BIN 46)

PREPARE END q, OF CABLE J CUT 10" OF MULTI.
CONDUCTOR CABLE. STRIP END '.ek- 2.3'4, CUT INNER
CONDUCTORS TO LENGTH R, 1-1/2". Bk, 2", GNI, 2 3/4,',
wH, 2"

.

.6

21 PREPARE END1 OF CABLE J STRIP EN D B 3" Cut INNER
CONDUCTORS TO LENGTH R, f, BK.'211". GN; 2",

1/2"

. Assembly Drawing (Excerpt): Wire Installation.

r

t
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WIRE INSTALLATION Instructor's Che List Pam 4

Frame Activity

Pre arin
ulti-46nductor Cable

Assembly_ Steps, 20 and 21

Cable J

4

Check List .

1) Cable 10 inches long.

2) Outer insulation stripped:
End A --- 2-3/4"; End B ---

3)- Good strip§.

4) Protective materials neatly
removed.

5) Inner conductors cut to lengt :

End A --- R-1-1 2" BK-2"

End

t

90 installing
Rulti-Conductor Cable

Ass bly Step's 22 and.23

Cable Eod A: 0N/A-16(NS)

BK /A- 17(NS)

WH /A -8 LS)

R/A-9(S)

Inst Clamp K

1), Correct end of cable installed.

2) Wirei'cpnnected to correct
terminals.

Terminals wrapped from correc
direction.

4) 4,0 wraps.

5) Good service loops.

6} Good insulation clearance.

7) No damage to insulation.

8) Good .solder joints --- tA-81.4- A-9.

9) Clean Connections.

INS

Exhibit 10. Feather's Checklist (Excerpt): Wire Installation.
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and to re al any deficiencies which must be corrected *before the

trainee goe on to,the next unit of instruction. Examination

questidns are presented in the formoftext materials only. No

filmstrip materials are used in any of the examinations;

Exhibit 11 shows the cztire final.examination fortMechanical

Asseml;ly?::the introductory program of the series. A. primary

objective :of this.examination is to assureihat the trainee has

adequate trading and comprehension skills for continuing with_the

programs which fillow. Thuss six of the eight questions require

a written respkse. These queStions emphasize the correct identi-

fication of tooli, fasteners, and parts, as well as the ability

to describe their use. Three questions require the student to

demonstrate tool-handling and assembly skills he has learned. To

complete the final question,-the student must make the assembly

shown in the assembly drawing.

Throughout all seven programs, a consistent procedgre is used for

instructing.termfilology arld)ilomenclate. A new tool, part,

fastener, or piece of equtp4Aent is introduced only at the point .

that the trainee is required to use The 'item is identiff0d

by natil* in both,the programmed textbook and filmstrip, and the

trainee sees a picture of it on the filmstrip frame. The trainee

is instructed to get the item immediately, and he has it in his

hands while he learns.its name, the names of its parts, what it is
0

used for, how it operates, etc. The trainee is tadght to use the

item in assembly procedures as rapidly as possibly.

The learning of nomenclature and terminology is achie4d primactiy

through written responses, and is reinforced through use of the

language in technical instructions. This is true for all seven

instructional programs. As indicated by the final examination

for the Mechanical Assembly program (Exhibit 11), final examina-;

tions for the first two programs emphasize language learning re-

quirements by callin4 foi a large number of written responses.

722-
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FINAL. EXAMINATION

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY
4

nLicAssemblPty2?9sAfL1 1

Write the'name of the fastener in each bin:

Bin 1

Bin .2,

C.- Bid 4

p

V

D. Bin 5

E.. Bin 5

F. Bin 9

G. Bin 10

H. Bin 2?

2. When you install a cable through a hale in a metal ChassfZ, you must

keep the cable from being,cut by the sharp edge of the hole.

what part'can you install to keep the cable from being cut?

3. Write the name of the tool you must, use to fasten the screws in each

bin:

A. 4614

S. Bin 5

Exhibit 11. Final ExSmination:*Mechanical Assembly.
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,What-it-,the setting on each torque wrench?

Why must you use a torque wrench on some connections?

in/lbs.

Read each step, then do it:

1) -Get the torque driver from'yourtool tray.

2). Set the scale at 14 in/lbs:

. 3) Lock the torque driver.

After yoy finish, ask your teacher to check your work
,

Make the assembly shOwn in Assembly Drawing 2-A.

Before you begin, ask your teacher to watch: you work.

Exhibit 11. (Continued)

25-
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Beginning with the final examination for the third program in the

series, emphasis shifts to the Performance of assembly skills'

rather than w4t4n responses. If the,trainee Can fellow the

)' technical.iastructions and dothe work called for in performance

of assembly tasks, there is no longer any questiOn as to his

achievement iTtlearning.nomenclature and terminology.

Exhibit 12 shows the final examination fer Component Inst ion,

the next,-to-:the-last of the .seven programs .in the series. The

entire ,examination is on .a single pag.' No written responges ArP

called for. In order.to complete this examination, the trainee

must 1), assemble a terminal oard chassis,.and 2) and 3), demon-

strate two different techn A',for installing components in a

printed circuit board. The ass mbiy drawing and assembly instrue-

dons at the top of the examination page are the only reference
,

materials available to the trainee for making the turret terminal

assembly.

The teacher's manual contains checklists for each final examine-

'tion which are similar to thet,hecklists for the programmed text-
,

book/filmstrip activities. Exh±bif 13 shows one page of t4,

teachees checklist for the Component Installation examination.

This is the cheEklist for Step No. f Question 1.

In addition 'to the checkliSts2.for bptl-i the programmed textbook,/

filmstrip activities and the final examinations, the teacher's

man also pontains.special assembly drawi'gs which the teacher

may USE) for /preparing work SamPles,together with inventories

for stocking and replenishing/electronic supplies at the work-

-
benches.

t'

r
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FINAL EXAMINATION

COMPONENT INSTALLATION .

Electronic Assembly Proram No. 6

C127 C126 6 R127 8128 12

R125

0 0 0 0+ 0 0 0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13

1. Do all, of the Steps in the Assembly Instructions

-, ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

./
-v

STEP
NO.

:IN
NO. ,

INSTRUCTIONS

1 74 172_WATT 2252 RESISTOR 171)
2 75 .617:1 MFD 106V TUBULAR CAPACITOR 3/C126 (NS)

3 72 1/2 WATT 150,00052 RESISTOR 5/C126 (S)

4 72

.

1/2 WATT f50,00GQ RESISTOR 9r/R128 (NS) USE THIS,

NNO OF STRESS RELIEF: 1.6=3-r

75 .01 MW 100V TUBULAR CAPACITOR 11713/R125'(NS)

6 76 20 OF 30V ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR .(+)7/(-)Rj27 (NS)

7 7/ .01P LKV DISC CAPACITOR 1/C127 (S) .

OP

2. Get,a 1/2-watt.22mQ resistor froM Bin 74. Install it in a two

holes on your printed circuit board. ',Clinch the leads, 'SOlder the

connection.

3. Get a 1/2-watt 22m2 resistor from Bin 74. Install it in any, two

hOles on your printed circuit board. Do not clinch the leads.

Solder the connection.

Exhibit 12. Final Examinationt-Component Installation.

*.s
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COMPONENT INSTALLATION

Step 3"`

FINAL EXAMINATION

Instructor's Check List

Item 1 continued

1. ResIstor..connecting 6/C126 (NS).

Leatfit straightened and cleaned.,
I

a e

3. TerMinals cleaned.

. 4. Leads connected to,bottom of terminals.

5. Lead at terminal 5 wrapped in same direction as'connections

I and 3.

6. Lead at C126 wrapped in opposite drection from first lead.

7. Lead at C126 not wrapped around lead of capacitor.

8. Component centered.

9. Color code at top.

10. Good stress relief.

`11. Wraps tight and trimmed.
4

12. Good solder connections.

13. No damage to leads or terminals.

14. ('leaned connections.

,.;

Exhibit 13. Examination Checklist (Excerpt): Component Installation.
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Learning Objectives

1. Mechanical Assembly
4

In the introductory program of the series, the trainee learns

to make assemblies with mechanical fasteners.;--- nuts, screws,

bolts, etc. The trainee learns the names and' correct uses of

a dozen different tools anaAs dozen different mechanical

fasteners and partS% He learns ta read and work from mechani

cal assembly drawings.

One of the drawings used in the program is shown-in Exhibit

15. In the proceOs of completing the program, the trainee

puts together the assembly depicted in the drawing. The

assembly is shown in Exhibit 14.

Exhibit 14. Mechanical Assembly,

38
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Exhibit 15. Assembly Drawing: Mechanical Assemblj.



Specific learning objectives for the Mechanical Assembly

program include:.

a. How to interpret and work from mechanical

assembly drawingi.

b. How to unow flat-bldde, Phillips, and Allen

screwdrivers.

c. How to use offset screwdrivers.

d. How to use box,.open-end, crescent, and socket
\ .

wrenches.

4,

44,

e. How to use a ratchet wrench.

f. How to use atorque wrench.

g. Ho* to use a torque screwdriver,

The final 'examination for this program is shoWn in Exhibit11.

The teacher's checklist. for Zhe examination is shown in

Exhibi-c 16.

2. Wire Preparation

In this program, the trainee is introduced go the tools and

procedures for preparing both "bare_ ami insulated wire for

assembly work. The trainee learns the names`. and correct uses

of basic wire-preparation tools and equipment. He learns the

nomenclature for different types of wires and wraps, how tti

strip insulated-wire, 4nd how to form and trim wraps.

-

pie trainee learns the proper operation of a thermal. wire

stripper --- the first piece of electrical equipment to which

he is introduced. Instruction in the use of the'thermal wire

stripper stresses the performance of proper safety procedures.'

r32
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'N. fit

Student:

f,

Instructor's Check List

FINAL EXAMINATION

MECMAkICAL ASSEMBLY

Electronic Assembly Program No. 1

A. BOLT

B. NUT

C. PHILLIPS SCREW

D. ALLEN SCREW

E. '(SLOTTED) SCREW

F. FLAT WASHER

G. LOCK WASHER

H. CLAMP

GROMMET

Item l
MIONINIO.1=..

Item 2

qv-

Item 3

A. PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER or TORQUE DRIVER

B. ALLEN WRENCM.

Exhibit 16. Examination Checklist: Mechanical Assembly.

r
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MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY

1XAMINATION

rtitructor's Check List

Me0.1008.-

4

.A. SCREWDRIVER

B. PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER

C. OFFSET SCREWDRIVER

D. BOX WRENCH

E. OPEN-iND.WRENCH

F. RATCHET WRENCH

G. TORQUE WRENCH

H. TORQUE DRIVER

I, CRESCENT WRENCH

A. 30 in/lbs.

B. 68 in/lbs.

-Item 4

Item S.

Item 6

TO MAKE A CONNECTION EXACTLY AS TIGHT AS IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE.

Item 7

1. Torque driver set at 14 in/lbs,

ilrque driver locked,

Exhibit 16. (Continued)
.1
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MECHANICAL ASSET' 3L*

FINAL EXAMINATIoN

Instructiirts Check List Page 3

Item 8

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: IN ORDER TO SCORE THIS ITEM, THE INSTRUCTOR MUST
WATCH THE STUDENT WHILE HE woks,

Step 1

.1.1.11. /a MI OM

1. Positions chassiS according to drawing.

2. Begins with Assembly Step 1 --- gets binding post from Bin r5.

3. Removes fasteners before attempti44 instal cation.

4. CorreCtly locates binding post and fasteners on chassis.

5. Sets torque wrench at 14 in/lbs.

6. Locks torque Wrench.

7. Uses*solderingLaid to hold binding poli while tightening
fasteners, and uses torque wrench correctly to tighten fasteners.

Step 2

1. Begins Step 2 ---.gets grommet from Bin 20.

2, Inserts grommet in correct location.

Step,

1. ,Begins Step 3 gets s tch from Bin 16.

2. Removes fasteners Gpfore attempting installation.

3, Correctly locates switch and fasteners.

4. Selects appropriate wrench, and uses wrench correctly

for tightening fasteners.

Exhibit lb. (Continued)



4 FINAL DAMNATION,

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY Instructor's Check List Fage*4

.
Rein 8 (continued)

Step 4

1. Begins Step 4.--- gets fuse holder from Bin 17.

.8.01/1010100000.

2. Removes fasteners before attempting installation.
4

3. Correctly locates fuse holder,anct fasteners.

-4. Selects appropriate wrench, and uses wrench correctly
for tightening fasteners. s

.

..

Step 5
. .

1. Begins Step 5 --- gets teriiiinal strip from Bin 19, and correct

fasteners.: Phillips screws, flat washers, lock washers, hex nuts.

2. Correctly locates terminal strip and f4steners cr. chassis. -

3. Selects apprbpriate wrench for holding nuts, and correct-size
Phillips screwdrive4.

i

s

4. Uses tools correctly or tightening fastener'
...IN II MIMI AY.,

Step 6 s-

1. Begins Step 6 --- gets volume co true 'hut:. Bin 18.

2. Removes knob and fasteners.
4 .

3. Correctly Jocates volume control and fastgners.
11 .11 =IOW

4. Selects appropriate tools and uses tools correctly for
tightening fasteners and set-screw in knob.

Exhibit 16. (Continued)

P
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Specific learning objectives include:

a. How to identify different types of wire wraps.

A

b. How to farm bare wire wraps with pliers. _

How to form bare wire wraps with a soldering aid.

d. How to strip insulated wire with a me.chanic.41 wi re

stripper.

e. How to prepare a thermal wire stripper for use.

f. How co strip insulated wire with a thermal wit-,

stripper..

g. How tin trim .raps.

h. How to interpret wire gauge numbers.

An excerpt from the final examination for the wire prepara-

tiOn program is shown in Exhibit 17.

3. -Assembly Soldering

The trainee learns eight different types of solder connec-

tions for connecting insulated wire to three different type

of terminals. The criteria far soldering techniques are

"'based on NASA speoifications.
1

Again, safety procedures are

stressed in the instruction of electrical operations.

Specific learning objectives include:

a. How.to identify different types of soldering irons.

b. How to prepare soldering irons for use.

c. How to prepare and adjust the power supply for

use. with a soldering iron.

d. How to tin a soldering iron.

1
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: Requirements for Soldering
Electrical Connettions, Document No. NHB 5300.4 (3A); Soldering Elertrie1
Connections, Document No. NASA SP 5002; and Quality Requirements for Hand
Soldering of Electrical Connections, Document AD. NPC 200-4.

al



FINAL EXAMINATION

WIRE PREPARATION

Electronic Assembly Program No. 2

. Write the name of each tool:

4

4

Exhibit 17. Final Examination (Excerpt) "Wire Preparation.
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4

2. Finish the drawings:

I-

1800 Wrap

.

Which wrap is trimmed correctly?

A

0

Exhibit 17. (Continued)
A
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4. A big wire has a
BIG' or SMALL ,

A small wire has a

gabge number.-.

BIG or SMALL

.5. d each step, then, do it:

1) Cut two pieces of AWG 20 bare-wire.

2) Make one small 1800 wrap.

3) Make one big 80° wrap.

4) Trim the wraps.

c

gauge number.

Make eac wire .2 Intlles long.

. Read each. step, 'then -do it:

1) Cut a piece of AWG 20 bare wire. Make the wire 4 inches long.

2) Get a bolt from Bin 1.

3). Make a 270°
o

wrap to fit the bolt.

1.

7. Read each step, then do it:

ti

1) Cut four pieces of AWG 20' stranded insulated

wire 6 inches long.

wire. Make each

2) Use the mechanical wire stripper to strip 1 ich'of insulation

'fr.= each wire.

8. Read each step; then do it:

1) Cut four, pieces of AWG 22 stranded .insulated wire. Make each

wire 4 inches long.
t

r

Use the thermal wire stripper to strip 1/2 inch of insulation

from each wire.

Exhibit 17. (Continued)

1-7
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I

e. How to tin insulated, stranded wire.

. 0

i. How to make single and double solder connection's to

turret terminals.

1g. How to make single and double solder connections to

hook terminals.

h.' How to make single and double side-entry solder

connections to bifurcated terminals.

i. How to make top- and ttom-entry solder connections

to bifurcated terminals.*

Oae instTuctipal technique used in this program requires the

trainee to complete .a drawing of each soldering procedure

before he actually attempts the;procedure. Exhibits 18 and

19 show textbook.and.filmstrip.frames which are typical of

those used to implement this technique.

*Textbook Frame 158, .in Exhibit. 18, requires the trainee to

_complete the drawing without. reference to any filmstrip

picture. Prior to Frame 158, however, the trainee has had

' the opportunity of comi4eting an identiCal.drawing by copying

.actual photographs of the soldering. procedure depicted. 1
,

ti

9

,v
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158. Make a drawing of the soldering iron and the solder:

1) Put the tip ofithe soldering

iron on the base of the term

terminal. Do nit touch the

wire or the terminal posts.

Touch a small amount Of solder

where the,iron touches the

base.

2) Touch the solder to the base 1

on the side opposite the iron. %

Do not move the lion,.

.3) ',Touch the solder to the base

on the other .side of the

wire.
4

Do not move the iron.

Touch the solder to the end

of the wire.

Slowly move the solder over

the end of the wire to the hole,

and fill the hole with solder.

Quickly remove the solder and

the iron at the,,same time.

.vwm
158-ANSWER

40.Av

Exhibit 18. Programmed Textbook (1ExcerptlillsAsemilyerLas.
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Exhibit 19 shows filmstrip Fraine-158-Answer the drawing

as it must be correctly colpleted: .

Exhibit 19. FilmItrip Answer Frame: Assembly Soldering.

t
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4. Wire Installation

In this program, the trainee learns to install wires on a

terminal board.. In so doing, he learns to read and work from

assembly drawings representative of those commonly used in

industry. Exhibit 20 shows the set of drawings used for this

program and the Wire Harness Building and Component Installa-

tion programs which follow. As the trainee works through

these programs,'he builds an electronic assembly chassis on a

terminal board.

PART Ill: COAIPONEVT
INSTALLATION

PART II: WIRE HARNESS INSTALLATION.

PART WIRE INSTALLATION

C

D

i
R

Exhibit 20. Assembly Drawings: Programs 4-through-7.
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7

AS*

+

Exhibit 21. Trainee. California School for the Deaf, Riverside.

Exhibit 21'shows a trainee working on the chassis in the

Wire Inatallatiori-program. ,

Specific ljarning objectives for the Wire Installation

program include:

a. How to interpret and work from electronic assembly

drawings.

b. How to solder wire to perforated terminals.

<, c. How to dress wires.

d. How to prepare-and install multi-conductor cable.

e. How to crimp terminal lugs, insulated splices,

wire joints, and connector contacts.

FAhibit 22 shows the final examination for this program.



1

-WIRE INSTALLATION AND WIRE ORESSLNG

Electronic Assembly Program.No. 4

1. Do all of the Steps in the Assembly Instructions:

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1/ 0
----,------- ,

INSTRUCTIONS

1 ,AWG #20 BARE WIRE (USE INGULATION)1(NS)/7(S)

2

--\

AWG #20 BARE WIRE 8/9/10 (NS)

3 A'I #20 INSULATED WIRE 1/11 IS) - .

4 AWG #20 INSULATED WIRE i(S)/Ii(NS)

5 CUT 6" MULTI-CONDUCTOR CABLE,. STRIP ONE END 2 -1/2"

CUT INNER CONDUCTORS TO LENGTH: G 2-1/2", BK Zo, WH 2", R 1-1/2"

INSTALL MULTI-CONDUCTOR CABLE: GN/5(S); 6K/6(S), WH/12(S), R/13(fl

7 AWG #20 BARE WIRE A-1/A-2 (S)

2. Get a terminal lug from Bin 51. Crimp the terminal lug to a pike of

AWG #20 insulated wire.

3. Get a splice from Bin 52.
insulated wire.

4.. Get a wire joint from Bin
wire in- -the wire' joint.

Crimp together two pieces of AWG #20

53. Crimp two pieces of AWG J20 insulated

5. Get a connector contact from Bin 66. -Crimp the connector contact to a

piece of AWG #20 insulated wire.

Exhibit 22. Final Etasanetion: Wire Installation.
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5. Wire Harness Building, and Installation .

The trainee learns to read and work from a type of wiring

diagram which is most ctommonly used in industry for building

and lacing wire harnesses. Exhibit 23 shows this wiring

diagram, together with the wire harness which the trainee

builds as he works through the instructional pr6gram.. The

diagram serves as a full-scale matrix (harness board) for

routing and spot-tying the wires the harnesi..

Specific learning objectives For the Harness ButldinK program

include:

a. How to interpret and work from a harness board

wiring diagram,

b. How to install wires on a harness board.

c. How to lOcate, make, andostake spot ties..

Exhibit 23. Harness Board: Wire Harness Building and Installation.

o-
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d. How to install wire markers.

e. How to solder connector contacts to. wires.

How to solder connector contacts to connectors

How_ ;o install and 'remove removable contacts.

h. How to install wires in solder-cup connectors.

i. How to install a harness on-a terminal board chassis.
.

To complete the Harness Building program, the trainee in-
,

stalls the harness he has'buirt on the terminal board chassis

he'began building in the Wirelnstallation program. ExbiVit

24 shows what the chassis looks like.at the end- of the

Harness Building program.

Exhibit 25 shows trainees building their harnesses.

VP;

I.

11%*

Exhibit 24. Electronic Assembly at Completion of Harness Buildige,

1
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exhibit 25. Trainees. California ',chool, for the Deh Riverside.



b. Component Installation

In this program, the trainee learns to work from component

installation drawings to install transistors, resistors,

Cal tors,-ste., on both-termtnal-board chassis ad printed

cir it boards. Exhibits 5, 6, 7, 12, and 13 show sample

tex book and filmstrip frames, together with a page from

the eacher's checklist, the final examination, and a page

from the examination checklist;

t 26 shows a trainee working on the Component

lnsta lation program.

Specifi learning objectives for the program include:

How to interpret and work'from component installa-

tion drawings.

How to position resistors and other components.

How to solder core nvnts to turret, perforated, and

T-terminals.

u im

111

I ;!

Exhibit. 26. Trainee. California School for the Deaf, Riverside.
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.4 .

How to make multiple component connections, intlud-
.

ing stacking.

e. I3,ow to:install components on printed circuit boards.

. Electronic Assembly Rework Techniques

Electronic assembly rework primarily involves repairing con-
.

nections and removing and replacing. terminals, wires,.and,

components which have been iSpropeTly.installed or damaged,

or which must be uhanged because of design modifications

originating after assembly has begun.

Specific learning objectives include:

a. How to remove solder from a connection' using a

solder draw or a solder - removing syringe.

b. How to rewdYk. (repair) solder connections.

c. How to remove and replace wires between terminals.

d. How to remove and replace wires in a wire harness.

e. How to remove turret and bifurcated terminals from

a terminal board..

How to install turret and bifurcated .terminals.

ce.

g. How to rework multiple connections.

h. How to remove and replace components on a terminal

chassis.

i. How to remove and replace components on a printed

circuit board.

Exhibit 27 shows the final examination for this program. It

is different from all of the others, in that the teacher

must watch the txdinee work throughout the entire examina-

tion.* Most of the questions require the trainee to do

removal and replacement work which-will leave the electronic

chassis looking exactly the same as it did before rework

began.

1.

e



FINAL EAMfNATION

REWORK TECHNIQUES

Electronic Assembly Program No. 7

NOTE TO STUDENT: YOUR TEACHER WILL WATCH YOU WORK DURING THE EXAlqINAT

\ .

Put your chassis in the vise. Remove component A-3/A-13. Remove the solder

from A-3 and A-13 with a solder draw. Get a replacement compdhent fromj0 .

72. Install the replacement component to terminals A-3 and A-I3.

2. Remove Wire A-24/D-5 from the chassis. Remove the solder with a sOlder-
,

reMoving,syringe. Install a replacement wire between terminals A-24 and

0-5. Make the replacement wire the same as.the wire you removed.
,
00.

Choose anymireift_the harneSS. _Connect a replacement Wire_to_thewirein__

the harness. Pull the wire of the harness, and install the replacement r-7..

wire.

4. ChooSe any wire in'the harness. .,Cut and tie both ends of the wire. Install

a replacement wire alligside the harness.

5. Remove a bifurcated terminal from a terminal board:

Get a bifurcated terminal from Bin 79. Swage the terminal to any hole in

the terminal board.

7. Put your printed. circuit board in the vise. Choose any component with un-,

clinched leads: Remove the component.

Choose any component on the circuit board with clinched leads. ReMove the

component. Re-install the comporient you removed in the same terminal holes.

Exhibit 27. Final Examination: Electronic Assembly Rework Techni9nrs.

-52 -.
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.E. Administrative Characteristics

1. Length of the Curriculum

I

The programmed textbooks contain approximately 1,250 frames
.

t.

of instruction, as do the accompanying filthatrips.

includes Answer 'frames.. There are only-seven prog ammed

textbooks, Wut 18 filmstrips. Because cachiprograni averages

approximately 180 frames, filmstrip content has ben split

into two or three filmstrips per program 4oider 4o Make

the filmstrips easier to handle.

Experience with tryout populations indicates that'a mean

time of approximately 100 hours is required to complete the

entire Bourse of instruction, including final examinatiohs.

Because each trainee proceeds at his own pade, however,

individual conletion times'\may vary widely A faat.tr4nee

may complete Instruction in 50 hours or res. A slow indi-

vid1301 may require 200 hours or more.

4.

Exhibit 28 shows a summary of achievement data fora grohp

wereof seven high school students Fho were in a tryoutpopula-
:

tion for the last four programs in the series. The students

are listed in order of he quality of the electronic assembly

workmanship which theyproduced. The beatWorkmanahipis

ranked No. 1. The next two best students produced:work of

equal quality, so th6rare both ranked No. 2.

The data indicated that the student Who'produced the best

workmanship also tended to work the Tastest!and hate the

highest final exaiination scores. However, the data do not

show one important variable -

periods of instruction. The

Y. and Mar S., worked daily

7-"the len4th Of-indi*idual

two top-ranked students, Late

three-hour class perieds. The

remainder f the group had only a 90-minute!clasa period each

day.

",
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Depending on the length of the individual periods of instruc-

tion, the curriculum may be programmed for a full year of

administration in a high school schedule, for one semester,

or for less time under special circumstances. The longer the
.

.daily period of.instruction, the faster the pace'teds to be.
r

- 4

An important administrative consideration is what to do with

the '6rainee who finishes early. A number of choices exist.

The fast learner mdght serve as an assistant to the teacher,

re enishing hardware stock at the workbenches, building work

samples, and tutoring tlAslower learner. The fast dearn

also might be given assembly projects to reinforce what he has

learned with further work experience, improve his skills, and

assure his ability to transfer what he has learned to work

situations which are nat identical to his learning experiences.

,Ideal projects.for the trainee who finishes early may be found

Among commercially available electronic assembly kits. Exhibit

29 showsone such trainee assembling a capacitor tester. The

4' '*

Exhibit 2,9. Trainee. California School for the Deaf, Riverside.
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kit forthis.project.contained a chassis rts, and assembly

.- drawings which were quite different from thcs4 used in the

i4pbructional program.- Nonetheless, the trainee was able to

c,omplete_th.el_ass_emis_h_nsLaigaificanewoblems, and` the

capacitor tester was subsequently put to practical'ilse as

workshop equipment.

2. Trainee Entry Requirements

The training,system was designed for the instruction of both

boys and girls of normal intelligence.. Good visual acuity

and digital dexterity.Are required. A reading grade level

of at least 3.5 is necessary.

Any appropriatg vocational aptitude test might be used for.

selecting trainees who are Most likely to succeed in the

course. The Mechanical Assembly program, which is the first

instructional program in the Series of seven, also may be used

as a screening device. If a trainee is not capable of com-

pleting the course, it will becoMe very apparent within the

first four or five hours of instruction.

Ideally, the entering trainee should be motivated to qualify

for the job of electronic assembler, or at least interested

in f4inding out what the job is all about. The system its

sell-motivating only in the sense that it will tend to main-

tain and strengthen whatever interest and motivation a.trainee

begins with. If an individual is not interested in electronic

assembly work, there is. little reason for him to be subjected

to the instruction.

A high'threwhold for frustration also is desirable. Tryout

expei.ience indicates, however, that a trainee's behavior in

this training system may be quite different from his behavior

in other types of instructional situations.

'".-56- 4



A trainee with a low attention span in the conventional class-

room may spend hours on end absorbed in programmed self-instruc-

tion at the qlectronic assembly workbench. The traineeshown

30_had a school-wide-reputation as a difficult

scIdent and a troublemaker. In conventional classrooms, her

attention span was 15 or 20 minutes. She then would not only

completely lose interest, but also would begin- distracting

other students with interruptive behavior.

At the electronic assembly workbench, however, this student

consistently worked full 90-minute periods with rapt attention,

-and refused to be.stracted even by events (such as the

arrival of visitors) which tended to interrupt the attention

and the work of other trainees. She appears as Geraldine

L. --- fhe third highest-ranking achiever ---,on the data

sheet shown in Exhibit 28..

Exhibit 30. Trainee. California School for the 'Deaf, Riverside.
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Tryout experienOe indicates that success in the training
A

system results from a combination of.factors. The most

impAtant of these is probably the motivation that the

U.-Aimee siartg-Vith. "The overall top =ran king-Tialhee On the

data sheet in Exhibit 28 was a low achiever in almost all

other schoolwork, and,Was characterized by his instructors as

a time-waster. It.may be noted that his I.Q. scare of 91 is

only four Points higher than that of the lowest-ranking

trainee, who also had the lowest I.Q. score.

3. Teacher RequiremeLts

Although the teacher's attention may be required no more than.

about 10 per cent of an individpal trainee's time, it is

essential that the teacher beimmediately available whenever

a trainee needs him. For this reason, the constant presence

of the teacher in the classroom is required, and it is not

feasible for a teacher to administer the system while conduct-

ing other classroom activities with other students*,

An experienced teacher should be able to effectively supei-

vise the work of 10 trainees, each at his own workbench. A

highly experienced teacher might be able to handle a group of

12 or more, particularly during the second half of the series'

of seven prograMs, although he probably would require-the

assistance of a teaching aid during the first two or three

programs when demands upon the teacher are heavier.

For the initial administration of the system, a class size of

no more than six is rocOmmended. The teacher will be kept

quite busy.

The most important qualification for the teacher is a know-
,

'ledge of electronic asseMbly techniques and standards. The

/best qualified teader is atc individual with experience as an

electronic assemble

in industry.

or as an assembly supervisor or inspector

66
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Because the programmed textbook/filmstrip materials bear the

.burden of,instructioa, prior teaching experience is not

essential. And because of the high communication content of

the

experience in communicating with the deaf is not a require-,

meet.

, It is possible that a teacher With no previous-experience in

electronic assembly might acquire the requisite skills by

successfully working through the Electronic Assembly'Self-
.

Instructional Training System before administering it. In

order for this to happen, however, a fully-qualified instructor

would be required to administer the system to the prospective

teacher.

4. Cost of Instructibn

I

The direct cost of administering the Electronic Assembly Self-

Instructional System consists of the teacher's salary, the

capital investment in electronic assembly hardware and film-

strip projection equipment,. and the ecurring-costs of
)

expendable_ materials.

A single workbench can be installed, complete with electronic

assembly gear, filmstrip projector, and screen, for-$1,000 or

less, depending on the exact types of workbench and projection

equipment selected. Multiple installations willcost less

because of volume discounts.

Of $1,000 spent for a workbench installation, approximately

$350 is required for the workbench itself, workbench acces-

sories, i.e., bins, racks, trays, spool.holders, etc., and a

work chair. A complete set of electronic assembly tools and

equipment for a workbench costs approximately $450. This

leaves $200 for the filmstrip projector and screen.



Any conventional 35mm filmstrip projector may be used for the
*

system, although a machine with forward and reverse remote

control is recommended. Any.canventional rear-projection

'Screen is desirable-. .., The projector must be, equipped with a

wide-angle leti (3-1/2 inch or shorter focal lenith) i order

to minimize the distance from the projector to the screen.

The cost of expendable electrpnic_assemblY parts and materials

may range from $12 to $25 per.trainee, d.,..'?endi4g on how much

of the trainee's work samples are salvaged and reused. In
,

addition.; planning budgets Should indlUde'a cost of $10 per

trainee far the.replacementiof projector bulbs. Representa-

tive bulb life is about 30 ilours, and bulbs typically cost

about $5.00 each.

Instructional filmstrips an the teacher's checklists Are

reusable, but the programmed textbooks, final examination

materials, and most of the other text materials are not.

(.Instructional tunstructionalfilmstrip and materials are distribstO

.through the Media ServiceW,JandCaptiodid Films Branch, Bureau

of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education.
(--

Cost of these materials must be obtained from the Media

Services and Captioted Films Branch. OIV

P%. -.60-
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE.TRAINING SYSTEM

A. Antecedents of the Project

UI

r -ice

1,,,_,Max...IrainAhlg_Proiram, Division of Igsual Aids for War training_

The'concOgtual prototype 4f- the Electronic Assembly Self-

Instructional Training System for :the Deaf -dates-from World
A

War II. At that time, to help cope with the training demands

of wartime productiOn,ithe United Btates Office of Education-.

established a DiVision of Visual Aids for War Training. Be

tween January 1 41 and June 1945, the War TrafhingPibgram of

the Division Visual Aids for War Training produced?

dif-

ferent

units for skill training in 15 dif-

ferent Skill areas.
2

The title and the number of instructional units in eachakill

area Series were'as follows:

Series Title
tter

o nits

1. Machine Shop Work -125
2. Aircraft Work 77

3. Shipbuilding Skills. 40

4. ?recision Wood Machining 41

5. Engineering 23

6. Electrical Work. ,
28

7. Problems in Supeivision 22

8. Nursing 14

9. Foundry Practice 14

10. Refrigeration Service 15

11. Farm Work 18

12. Welding Procedures
13. Plastics
14. Optical Craftsmanghip 6

15. Automotive Operation
and Maintenance 19

Total 457

2Brooker, Fl de E. Training Films for Industry: Final Report on the War

Tref in Pro ram of the Division of Visual Aids for War Tra4ning. Bulletin .

No. 3. Washington, D.C.: Federal Security Agency, U.S. Office vf Educa-

tion, 1946. 103 p.

-61- 69
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The basic item in each id4tructional unit was a 16mm sound

motion picture But the approach to the production of these

films represented a major departure from the conventional

tralning Sisms of the era: 632 :apf the films were accompanied

by a coordinated 35mm filmstrip and an instructor's, in

a vier aids. package designed as a totally integrated in-

struceional system. The content of these materials.was

behaviorally oriented, in that their use wan intended to re-

sult in the acquisition of specific job skills rather than

merely teach "about" the jobs intolved. The only exception

to this objectiK: was in the series dealing with supervision.

Here, major emphasis was on demeloping correct attitudes to-

ward problems of superyision.rather than instructing specific
4 .

skills in solving the problems.

The scope of each visual aids unit was limited .to a single job_
w.

operation. Typically,,the motion picture fthowed the step-by-

step procedures required for the performance of that operation.

The filmstrip, incorporating, excerpts from the motir picture,

not only provided step -by -step review of motion pd.ctre con-

, tent, but also incorpoested question-and-answer and other

types of learner participation awes. The manual guided the

instructor in iii;)Nse of the motion picture a94 filmstrip,

and provided additional instructional data.

Motion picture content WAS kept as compact as possible. Static

subject matte; whist' could be handled just as well car better

In a filmstrip was either gives shor,t exposure at entirely

eliminated in the motion pictures. Thus, because.of their

limited objectives, and because they wert desifned to be seen

severil times if necessary for full mastery of their content,
,

these motion pictures were irt a very real sees, the conceptual

and developmental predecessors of today's single-concept loop

films.

62-



The filmstrips averaged 40 friss. in length. Most of the

frames were identical in content to scenes in the accompany-

ing motion picture. Captions on each of these frames con

sisted of'S short statement or question designed both to

provide a review of motion picture content and,to serve as a

stimulus for group discussion of keyoteaching points. Other

filmstrip frames showed charts, diagrams, test questions and

answers, etc.

The instructor's manual supplied a detailed plan for the most

effective use of, each motion picture and filmstrip combination.

It contained an outline of the motion picture, together with

the numbers of the filmstrip frames relating to specific steps

in the motion picture outline. Utilization, data included sug,,-

gested techniques for overall presentation of the content of

each visual aids unit, follow-up activities for maximizing

the effectiveness of/film presentations, and a list of related

motion pictures and filmstrips.

The content of the instructor's manual represented a signi-

ficant departure from existing practices in that it was limited

to the content of the motion picture and filmstrip which it

accompanied.. The primary function of the Manual was to or-

ganize motion picture, filmstrip, and teacher activities

into an instructional unit, and to present the reacher with a

strategy for most effectively using the unit aw intended ---

as a coordinated whole.

Although the visual aids units were designed for group instruc-

tion, a great many learner-centered techniques were incorpora-

ted into the film ma, erialstO induce the greatest possible

degree of trainee involvement. For example, first-person

camera angles wera,used in motion pictures to show the per-

formance'of a task from the viewpoint of the individual doing

the work. First-person, streamr-of-conaCiousness commentary

and otherAmtimate types of narration were used as the' sound

tracki for a number of Moe.



Participation frames in the filmstrips often were highly

imaginative. For example, the outlines of an automobile

engine might be depicted in white lines on a black background.

This frame could be projected onto a blackboard, where the

outline would show up very satisfactorily, and a trainee would

be asked to chalk in the wiring system of the automobile

engine.

2. Learner-Centered Audiovistial Instruction in Industry

The War Training Program,of the Division of Visual Aids for

War Training was a landmark in the movement toward the con-

cept of audiovisual instructional systems for vocational

training. In many'ways, it was ahead of Lts time. More

than ten years were to pass before the scope and significance

of its achievement were matched by the introduction of audio-

visualinachine instruction on manufacturing assembly lines in

an, industrial approach to improving production efficiency.
3

In this application, as depicted in Exhibit 31, coordinated

slide /tape presentations were designed to provide a worker

with step-by-step instructions which led to the completion

of the assemblry work. Each workbench urea equipped with its

awn slide-projectipn and audiotape playback machine. The

worker received audio instructions through a light - weight

headset. The pace of presentation might either, be pre -

prograMmed or controlled by the worker.

3
Pereselin,'Leo E. An roach to S stem Desi in Audiovisual. Ins ruction.
Ph.D. dissertation, Un versity Microfilms Order 168-5878, UniVersity of
Southern California, 1967. 609 p. See "Audiovisual Instructional Systems
in Industry," Op 238-283, for an extensive discussion of ,the Hughes and

,other industrial and vocational instructional syst applicatiobs; also
"A Training System for Industry," pp 481-504, for a mo -101aborate descrip-
tion and evaluation of the War Training Program of the D sion of Visual
Aids for War Training discussed in/the foregoing pages.
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The first company to formally implement this system was Hughes

Aircraft Company, Culver City, California. Initially, begin-

ning in 1951; the company used colored slides only, with no

audio accompaniment. The slides illustrated each step an

assembler had to perform-in long, involved series of assembly

operations. The application was immediately successful. Pre-

viously required instruction time dropped, production output

rose, anorthe number of rejects due to faulty work plummeted.

During the next few years, as the audio component was added,

Hughes engineers began designing their own audiovisual hard-

ware, and by the end of 1957 the company had produced its

first completely self-contained coordinated slide and tape

presentation device. This machine automatically changed

slides in response to either at; electronic pulse recorded on

the audio tape or the operator's pushing a buttom.

By mfd-1960, almost 800 of the Hughes devices were in use on

assembly lines in the company's manufacturing plants in El

Segundo and Fullerton, California, and Tucson, Arizona.

(Exhibit 32) Through use of the system, electronic assembly

workers consistently were able to achieve from 90 to 100 per

cent of work standards. Without the audiovisual aid, the most

experienced assemblers were able to achieve only 60 per cent

of the work standard, with less experienced operators falling

far below this figure. Defect rates were slashed as much as

99 per cent, and rework was virtually eliminated.
4

Other companies also began using the approach pioneered by

Hughes. By 1960, comparable slide/tape presentation devices

had been built and were being used by Northrop Aircraft Cor-

poration, Hawthorne, California; North American Aviation, Inc.,

Anaheim, California; Collins Radio, Inc., Cedar Rapids, Iowa;

Bendix Corporation, North Hollywood, California,'and Teterboro,

New Jersey; the Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington; Magnavox,

4
"Rbbot Instructors Win Friends and Speed Assembly," Factory, November 1960.



Inc., Fort Wayne,. Indiana; Ampex Corporation, Redwood City,

California; and Lear, Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan. In 1961, 4

Hughes and a number of other companies began to market their

audiovisual machines and program_ development services com-

.marcially. Within a year, the..\system was being used by dozens

of companies throughout the country.

Effettiveness of the system was typified by the experience of

Republic Aviation Corporation, Farmingdale, Long Island New

York. At Republic), audiovisual instruction-on the assembly

line boosted productivity, cut training-time, and slashed 4

assembly costs by metre than 40 per cent. In the company's

manufacturing engineering section, missile-guidance subassembly

Lndules which previously had taken 15 to 18 hours to complete

Were cut to nine hours of assembly time.
5

It must be clearly understood that the industrial applications

noted above were those of aperformance aid rather than a

learning aid. The Aide /tape preSentation was, in effeCt, an

audiovisual blueprint, The worker already needed to knOw the

basic assembly skills required for following that` blueprint.

The objective of the instructional program was improvedLpr6-.

duCtion, not learning. The system proved most effective where.

learning on the part of a worker J(5- only was Uhnecessary, but

might even be undesirable and detrimental to further produCtion.

At a time when ."e appearance of "teaching machines" waa creat-

ingconsideraby stir in the edutional community, the in-

dustrial slide/tape peOprmance aid was proVing to be the

perfect "non-teaching machine."

5 "Color-Sound Slides Speed, Assembly," American Machinist /Metalworking
Manufacturing, April 30, 1962, pp 108-110.

6 Persselin, Leo E "Auto-Instructional Technology and Data Processing,"
Data Processing for Management, VI, No 4, April 1964, pp 9-12.

4-68-
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Inevitably, however, industrial users of the,audiovJEsual per-

formance'aid began to experiment with learning applications.

It was apparent that some of the inherent adantgeE if slide/

tape'presentation for assembly line productiOn might pay off

just as well in learning situations. As a result, by mid-1963

learning aid ptograMs were being used by many of the companies

which had experimented, successfully with performance aid appli-.
0

cations. None of these early programs, howeVer, incorporated

the' basic features of. learner response, immediate feedback,

etc., which typify programmed learning.

The early industrial slideitapelearning-aidTprograms-were

essentially equivalent to the Sound-filmstriP presentations of

the period, except that they were designed for

viewing and pacing by the viewer through use of oneof the

machines designed for assembly line use. 'Program content was
f

typie,.in the form of a straightforward presentation. No

text material accompanied e slides and tapes, no question-

'and-answer content was included, and thebviewer was required

to do nothing but watchipassively during program presentation.

For the most part, the, programs were intended as supplementary,

non-essential materials for introduction or review. Typically

their running time Was short. '

'Many of' the early/learning aid programs dealith basic ele.
. N 0

troni& asseMbly kills. Hughes Aircraft Company, fOr.example,

produced a series pf eight learning al,d programs with the r

following titles: Use and Care of Small Tooas, Assembly

Soldering, Etthed Card Assembly, Mechanical Assembly,

Component Inatallation, Wire Installation, *mesa Building,

and Rework Techniques. Each program averaged approximately

40 slides in length. The individual presentation time of each

program ranged froth 15 to 28 minutes, depending on the running

time of the individual tape. Total presentation time for all

1,14069- 77



eight programs was'two-and-a-half hours. Since no learnI

response was required durng program pretentation, it wa ,

not essential that One programs be viewed at an electronic

assembly workbench.

Despite the limited 3 arning applications of these early in-

dustrial programs, the were in fact the immediate develop-

mental predecessors of the Electronic Assembly Self-Instructional

Training System for the Deaf. The industrial experience stimu-

. lated research into the use of the learner-centered audiovisual

technique both as a learning aid and as a performance aid for
.

-the-handicapped.--The-first impact on-special education was

not on educatidn of the deaf, however, but on instruction for

mental retardates.

3. Programmed Learning forSpecial Education

Beginning in the early 1960's, a,body of research findings

began to be established which showed that learner-centered

audiovisual programs could substantially facilitate both

learning and retention by the mentally, retarded.' It was

deMOnstrated that the Hughes synchronous slide/tape device,

providing individual instruction at the_learner's:own pace,

could significantlyNimprove the learning of job skills by
7

retardates. Research projects also indicated that sound

--motioepictures and 8mm film loops could significantly cot:

tribute to the learning of job skills.8' 9

a

7
Neuhaus, E.
Retarded,"
and Wesley
tion, 1964.

8

9

C. "Programmed, Audio- Visual Training for.thei4entally
Trends in Programmed Instruction. Edited7bY Gabriel D. Ofiesh
C. Meierhenry. Washington, D.C.: Natiorti. Education. Associa-
pp 98 -100.

Goldstein, Edward. Selective Audio-Visual/Instruction far -MEhtally
Retarded Pupils. Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Tillipm0 Company, 1964. 96 p.

Bitter, James A., and Bolanovith,-Dagel J. "Job Training of Retardates
Using 8mm Film Loops," Audiovisual instruction, XI, No. 9, Novemper 1966,
pp 731-732.
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Research findings were not limited to job skills. 'A se _

instructional program incorporating the use of an autom iL

slide projector.was shown to substantially,increase-the re-

tention of vocabUlary learned by retardates.
10

A ten-week

,program primarily consisting of 440 slides, tape recordings,

and lesson plans improved the results of instruction in

social adjustment.

In performance aid applications, iCwas demonstrated that in-

dustrial assembly line techniques of synchronous slide/tape

presentatipn could be used very effectively in sheltered

workshop situations, both for the mentally retarded and other

handicapped populations. Exhibit 33 shows newspaper clippings

Exhibit 33, Newspaper Clipping: %,00k, Listen

1.
,

& Learn, Audio-Visual Training."

10
Vergason, Glenn A. ,tlatention in Educable Retarded Subjects for Two
Methods of Instruction," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXX,
1966, pp 683-688.

11
Edmonson,' Barbara, et al. "Teaching Retarded Adolescents to Interpret
Social Cues." Paper presented at American Association of Mental
Deficiency Convention,thicago, Illinois, 1966.
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describing one such application at Opportunities Unlimited,

Inc., Long Island,'New York.12

During this same period of time, research into picture-based,

learner-centered instructional systems for the deaf was

focused on language learning and.speech teaching. Experi-

ments with programmed learning were indicating that

programmed self - instructional approaches could be extremely
-)

effective for deaf education.
13

Based on these findings, and

following a need assessment in 1963, Captioned Films forthe

Deaf, U.S. Office of Education, in 1964 created Project LIFE

(LangUage Improvement to Facilitate Education of Hearing

Impaired Children)14

Project LIFE had as its goal the.development of programmed

language materials to supplement or complement languagelearn-

ing for hearing impaired children starting at the pre-school
*

level. Content was to be developed around three basic

concepts: the concepts of seelf, physical environment, and
. ,

socia elationships. Instructional media were ton evolve in

the fo: of coordinated picture books, concept-oriented pic-

ture dictionaries, workbooks; and programmed filmstrips.

12
" ook,,Listen & Learn, Audio-Visual Training," Long Island Commercial
Review; Garden City, L.I., N.Y., May 8, 1963.

13
Beckmeyer, T. "Application of Programmed Instruction to Remedial Reading
for the Deaf," Volta Review, LXV, 1963,,pp 415-417; Falconer, G. A.

. "A. Mechanical Device for Teaching Word Recognition to Young Deaf Children."
Doctoral dissertation, University of Illinois, 1959; Fehr,...T: "Program-
ming Lafigilage for Deaf Children," Volta Review, LVIV, 1962, pp 14 1;

Karlsen, B. "Teaching Beginning Reading to Hearing Impaired Child
Using a Visual Method and Teaching Machines,, University of Minne
U. S. Office of Education Project No. 1204, 1966; etc.

lie,
On-going Project LIFE activities are sponsored by the Media Services and
Captioned Films Branch, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U. S.
Office of Education. Project LIFE is administered by the National Asso-
ciation, 1156 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Project
Director is Dr. Glenn S. Pfau.
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Exhibit

The use of all of the other Project LIFE materials was based

on the programmed filmstrips.. These were designed for indi-

vidualized self-instruction through the use of a specially

designed control-and-response console to which a conventional

filmstrip projector might be connected. The learner views

filmstrip content via a table-top rear-projection'screen, and

responds to instruction by means of multiple-choice push

buttons. Programming is linear. Feedback is by signal light.

Exhibit 34shows.the Project LIFE programmed filmstrip

arrangement in a study carrel. The projector is on the left.

A small rear -profection-screen-is on the right.:The-Coilltrol:-.-

and-response console is a developMental model, The model-

currently in use is more highly refined in appearance, but

basic design 'aspects and functional characteristics are

essentially the same.

34. Project LIFE Device. American School for the Deaf,
West Hartford, Connecticut.

4r,e,
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I
Exhibit 35 shows ti-v filmstrip frames from one of the more

advanced programs, ; The symbols opposite the answers cor-

respond to symbols i n the console pushbuttons.

In;reyiewing the p0 sibility of a.film-based programmed
6 \

lytnJog vocational training system for the deaf, a number of

sim4arities were 0 ted in the learning and work behaviors of

the hard of hearing and the retardate. Both types of learners

appeared to be-easi y distracted and typically have limited

attention span. Bcdth appeared to need cont4nuous repetition

and,reinalorcement f r learning, a ..have limited ability to

transfer 'learning_ Ax&I one _situat on_ta another., ..4ath appeared

to lack common social and work experiences associated with

maintaining a job. anthe (Ather hand, both types of learners

appeared to respOnd well to concrete learning experiences

presenEed on a'riOn rbal level. i

Based on the succes ful performance aid applications of

learner-centered ak1iovisual instruction in industry the en-

couraging results indubtrial techniques used for vocational

training of the mentally retarded; the positive findings of
--

research dealing wlth progranmed learning effectiveness for

the deaf; and the proriise of Project LIFE, it seemed'

like the idea of thle Electronic-Assembly Self-Instructional

Training System fort the Deaf wap a good one.

44-
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B. Chronology of. Project Development

The proposai for development of the Electronic Assembly Self-

Instructional Training Systeor4he Deaf was formally sub-

mitted to Captioned.FilmS for the Deaf, U.S. Office of

Education, in September 1766., The proposed project develop-

ment had two ,objectives;

1) First; to ex ate a course of vocational training

for deaf gh school Students which would prepare

those st(idents for jobs upon graduation. o..

2) And cond, to base the training course on a model

nstruNca which could serve for the developtent

d improvement of other curriculum, both vocational

aid academic.

The dodel proposed was that depicted in Exhibit 2.

Electronic assembly was .chosen for course content only in

part because .of the history discussed in the:foregoing pages.

Prior to preparation of the proposal, a survey of employment

opportunities had indicated electronic assembly to be an

ideal job Brea for deaf higg school graduates.

With growing emphasis by the military services on electronic

systems, and with a growing consumer market for electronic

products. - -- television, transistor radios, tape recorders,

etc. --- an unending need for skilled assembly workers was

foreseen. The job of the electronic .assembler appeai"ed to

be well within the range of the deaf individual. Electronic

assembly work requires manual and digital dexterity and the

ability' to interpret'andcearrY out graphic instructions, but

It does not necessarily demand listening or speaking skills.

Furthermore, jobs in electronic assembly are open to both

pen and women.

3.
k, 4
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Companies which had.hired and trained their own deaf.assem-

biers :onsistently reported thatthe deaor hard of hearing

imdfcridual typically did very well on the job. com-

panies included Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver Cit

California; the Boeing Coipany, Seattle Washington; Tektronix

CorpOration, Beaverton, Oregon; and TRW Systems, Redondo

Beach, California.

.Finally, not only does electronic assembly work pay well,

but also an entry level job can be the first step on a career

ladder. The job of electronic assembler has senior and

--specialist grades and on- the -job and other company-provided

training can open the door for advancement to jobs such as

those of quality assurance inspector and electronic techni-

cian.

The project proposal outlined the followint,sequeiCe of pro-

cedures for progytm development (Exhibit 36):

1) The first phase of the development effort would

consist of en analysis of the electronic assembler's

A) to i4ptify,what specific skills, knowledge, and

attitudes would have to be taught.

2) The results of the job analysis would serve as the

(tasis for the construction of behaviorally defined

arning objectives.
15

15 Mager, Robert F. prearigijectives. Palo Alto,
California: Fearon Publishers, 1962. 62 p.; Mager, Robert F.,and Beach,
Kennth M., Jr. Developing Vocational Instruction. Palo Alto, California:
Fearon Publishers, 4967; Mager, Robert F. Developing'Attitude Toward
Learning. Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 1968.
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LEARNING.

OBJECTIVES

LEARNER

CHARACTERISTICS

LESSON

WRITING

REVISION
PROTOTYPE

PRODUCTION

CLASSROOM

VERSION

OENOKSyRATION

MD
EVALUATION

Exhibit 36. Procedural Modal: Instrisctionel System Development.
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3) Lesson writing would begin with the organl ariOn of

learning objectives into a course outline, followed

by development of a lesson plan and the produCtion

of draft instructional.materials. Lesson writing

would take into account the special characteristics

of the learner population and pertinent considera-

tions related to school administration in education

of the deaf.
16

4) Developmental trydut would consist of limited but

intensive testing of draft instructional. materials

with a limited sample of the learner population.

The purpose of testing at this point is to expose

basic deficiencies in the curriculum before lesson

plans are finalized and expensive production work

is begun. The number of tryout subjects might con-

stet of no more than a single, well-chosen individual.

The kind of data obtained Is not intended to lend

itself to statistical analysis, but is for the pur-

pose of showing where revision and /or further refine-

ment is necessary in lesson wilting.

5) it was proposed that:prototype film materials be

prAuced as 35mm slidee rather than fililmatrips, in

sir4er to provide for maximum flexibility in on -site

tryout adaintstrat.lonend revisions following tryout.

rib", vie 6-....-.--0-
16

For.* brief but more comprehens e discussion of this and other elements
in the develOpment process, Persselin, Leo E.- "VocationaLGuidarce Film
Series: A Review and Analy s with Re renditions for Revision, report
Submitted to Media Services and Captioned Films, Bureau .of education for
the Handicapped, U.S..Office of Education. TRW Systeas, Redondo Beach)
Calilornla, December 31, 1970.

ir
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On -site tryout would take place in.representatiVe

Schools for the deaf, with prototype program content

administered by school personnel. Revision of the

prototype materials would follcit on-site tryout, with

the cycle of tryout and revision continuing until

inatructional objectives were satisfactorily met.

7) Production of the classroom version of the system

would consist of producing film materials in the

form of filmstrip, and completing preparation of all

other materialS'required for introducing the system

into a school on an'operational basis.

8) Clessroom demonstration and evaluation of the system

would follow introduction of the system into a number

of, representative schools.

Captioned Films for the Deaf accepted the proposal, and it

was decided that3be developmental effort should begin with

the prototype production of three self-instructional programs

only. Completion of the program series would be determined

by results of the on-pite, tryout of the first three programs.

The contract for production of the first three programs was

given'to Graphic FilviaCerporetion, Hollywood, California,

and work on the project began in May 1967.17

The initial phases of the developmtnt'effort --- the job

analysis and specification of learning objectives --- were

conducted by Donald R. Robinson and J. Norman Swaton, two

highly experienced inatructional programmers with extensive

experience both 14 eechnical training and programmed leartt

lag.

1.7
The initial proposal prepared and submittediay thq Project Director in
his capacity, of Director of Instructional.Systems Development, Videosonic
.Systems Division,Hughes Aircraft COmPAply,'Fillletton, Californle._ It was
intended that Hughes beithe contractor, but the company, declined the op-
nOrtmity becaute a corporate decision had been made to dissolve the
Videoeonic Systema Ditfisan.

7-
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The job analysis included visits to both large and small

electronics manufacturing plants in the Los Angeles area. In

addition, relevant training materials were reviewed. These

included NASA specifications and instructional materials; the

Hughps slide/tape electronic assembly training series; and a

self-instructional audiovisual program in soldering skills

produced by General Programmed Teaching Corporation, Los

Altos, California, for use at Sobs Corps Training Centers.

The job analysis resulted-1n learning objectives and out-

lines for.. three introductory programs: Use and Care of Small

Tools, Mechanical:Assembly., and Assembly Solderin&. Technical

consultays (subject-matter expert) during this and subsequent

phases of development of the first three programs was Roger
. -

Taylor, quality assurance engineer, North American Aviation,

Inc., Downey, California.

Program planning and initial lesson writing took place dur-

ing a six-week production workshop conducted by Mr. Swaton

and Mr. Robinson, and attended by Henry R.. Zink, electronic

assembly instructor, California School for the Deaf, River-

side; Harold Ramger, high school science instructor, Califor-

nia School for the Deaf, Berk and John M. Fessant,

supervising teacher of vocational e cation, Oregon School

for the Deaf, Salem.

All of the teachers of the deaf were familiar with ptlogrammed

learning, but none had extensive
/P
rogram writing experience

sprior to the workshop. By the me token, neither Swaton nor

Robinson had previous experience in deaf education. During

the workshop, which took place in Juri-ind August 1967, the

q three teachers of the deaf received intensive instruction in

prograimed learning techniques, while the two programmeve

learned about the charaCteristics of the deaf and the hard of

hearing, and about problems in deaf education and school

administration.



At the conclusion of the six-week workshop, draft versions

of three instructional programs had been developed, and

graphic.art and photography had begun. Final program edit-

ing, graphic art, and photographic production were completed

by Mr. Swaton, Mr. Robinson, and Graphic Films personnel.

During the fall semester 1967, tryodt of the programs began

at the California Schtools for the Deaf, RiVerside and

Berkeley, and the Oregon School for kighe Dear, Salem; One

electronic assembly workbench was set up at each of these

schools, installed in the classrooms of the teachers who had

participated in the production workshop. These teachers now

began administering the programs for tryout purposes.

By the spring of 1968, tryout results of the first three

programs looked good enough eo that.a decision was made to

complete the series. The contract for development of the

remaining programs was given to. TRW Systems Group, Redondo

Beach, California.

Beginning in March and continuing through December 1968,

draft versions of four instructional programs were develefieg

Wire Installation, Wire Harness Building an. Installation,

Component lestallation, and Electronic emb& Rework Tech-

niques.

Again, program development began with in-plant job analyse,

followed by specification of learning objectives and lesson

writing. Under subcontract to TRW Systems, Mr. Robinson and

Mr. Swaton conducted the job analyses, produced the draft

versions of the instructional programs, andconducted develop-

mental testing. Mr. Zink served as a consultant in develop-

mental testing. P4pgram content was reviewed and language

and reading consultation was provided by Dr. WitliaM Elea,

coordinator of language and reading programs for Los Angeles

City' Schools.

40 I p
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The developmental testing version of the programs .onsisted

of black-and-white Polaroid prints mounted a workbook.

The Polaroid prints were mounted on the same page with the

programmed text frames ultimately intended c).accollIpany the

color transparencies which the prints repreeented.

The Polaroid-print materials were administered to s single

trainee --- a representative high school studen om the
7'l

California School for the beef, Riverside. The tr inee went

through the entire course of instruction beizg closely

monitored by the instructional programmer 4nd cO ultants.

The trainee was free to question the monitots at aiiy time,

and the monitors periodically interrogated he tra nee.

In January 1969, after all four programs had undertone

developmental testing and final editing, pr4ductioi of color

transparencies was begun under the supervision of lien M.

Howarth., senior assembly instructor, TRW Sycitems. During

the spring of 1969, five se? of 35mm slide4 for 4ch of the

four programs Were produced, together with sccOmpaeying pro-

grammed.text and initructor's materials.
!

During summer school 1969, tryout of the prototypeversion of

the four programs was conducted at the California chool for

the Deaf, Riverside. Four completely eqt1114ed electronic

assembly workbenches were installed. Trainees who already

had completed the first three programs In the series worked

90-minute periods daily. Those traineetsrting with the

introductory program, Use and Care of Small Tools, spent -

three hourI a day at the workbench.' The six-week tryout.

session was administered by Hr. Zink and Miss Howarth.

Exhibit 37 shows meMbers of the project staff monitoring

tryout' activities at Riverside.



Exhibit 38 shows a newspaper clipping which describes the

Riverside tryout.
18

The remainder of 190 was devoted to revision of the fodt

programs which had undergone, tryout during summer school.

In addition, tryout data dealing with the first three pro-

grams were acquired and analysis begun. 4--e-

1

During deVelopment of the last four programs in the series,

tryout of the first three programs had continued not only at

Riverside, but at the sing4;yorkbench inatallali ns in

Berkeley and Salem. Site visits were made to all three of

the schools to' collect teachers' log books and all of the

programmed tax4ocks in which trainees had entered written

responses, and to interview both the trainees and the .

teachers .--'-- Roy Pieyler", who had replaced John Fessapt as

the teacher in Salem; Eric Milzkuhn, who had replaced Harold

Ramger at Berkeley; and Mr. Zink.

Tryout data from ,the first three programs were subjicted to

both item And statistical analysis, and revision of the pro-
.

grams began early in 1970. A major reorganization of pro-
(

gram content resulted in the program titles and outlines as

they now exist: Program 1 - Mechanical Assembly; Program

2 - Wire Preparation; and Program 3 - Assembly Soldering.

As in development of the Last four programs, revised

materials for the first three programs were subjected te

testing in the Polaroid-print format before final color

photography was begun. In this instance, fiowever, devlop-
.

mental testing was conducted wIth junior high school students

at the Southwest Los Angeles Colinty School for the Deaf,

Lawndale.

18 "Program Accelerates Teaching the Deaf," Los Angeles Times, August 3, ,

. 1969 '. Section 0, p 15.
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Program Accelerates Teaching. the lea
BY URSULA VILS

Time Vett Writer

The teacher had the
highest praise for a teach-
ing systein sometimes cri-
ticized as being "imperso-
nal."

"This .program,' said
Henry Zink, for 10 years a

4th teacher at the California
. School for the Dar, River-

side, "teaches as much in
weeks as I could in 36

wee, -a of conventional in-
struction."

He referred to a pro-
gramed method of teach-
ing electronic_ assembly
that is being tested and

, refined at the school. Al-
though used to train deaf
teen-agers for Jobs as elec-
tronic assemblers, the pi-
lot project sought to deve-
lop a way to train other
handicapped personsIn-
cluding those hobbled-by
poverty and lack of educa-
tionfor gainful 'employ-
ment in a growing indus-
try.

Project Director
The Department of

14 ea lt h, Education and
Welfare has -funded the
program and will make It
available to train others
throughout the nation.
HEW also called on int..
vale industry to hel
make the program ptact -
cal. not theoretical.

Dr. Leo E. Persselin of
. TRW's civil systems cen-

ter is Project director,
with Ellen M. Howarth,
who direc t,s electronic
training at TitW, as tech-
nical director. Dr. Persse-
lin Watched as four deaf
teen-agerstwo tv,o
boysworked and sdudied
at their benches, .

Exhibit 38, Newspaper Cl

"Each student has a
workbook that guides 110n
step-by-step in actually
assemblying an electronic
circuit, "Dr. Persselin said.
"Before him he has a tray
of slides and projector,
and he refers to these as
instructed by the work-
book.

Individual Attention
"The teacherin this

case, Henry Zink is
available to answer ,ques-
tions; give 'individual at-
tention where necessary
and to check the students'
work."

The program includes
seven steps rinsing from
learning. the care and use
of tools, to electronic as-
sembly rework tech-'
niques. .

*We figure a student
needs about 10 hours each
on each of the se.en
steps," Dr. Persselin id.

"That means that in 6
hours he can qualify as an
entry-level -electronics as-
sembler in industry.

"But each.stddenk
proceeds at his own pace,
and some have gone
through in as, little as 35
hours.'

Zink, whokas served ts
a consultantin developing
the program, admitted he
is amazed at its silece..
He explained some of the
diffieulitcs of teaching
deaf students.

*We teachers have to be
good. actors as well as
teachers,'" he said. 'We

our .classes to 12
is and we fight to

hold their attention for 5
minutes.

ping:

.

Reading Level
"rut I've seen students

stay with this electron e
,assembly training 180 in
nutes at a time The basic
principle of t s type dl
instruction is that the
studenthas to t ke certain
action, has to perform a
directed task s ch as sol-
dering a wire.

"He must respond to the
instruction, and this seems
to keep himinore interest-
ed.'

.

Zink also 'said that the'
low reading levels of deaf
students --i a., high

.school graduate may read
at sixth-grade level or leas

-makes any kind of io-
struction difficult,

. ,

"Some of-these btu
dents,' Dr. Perisalin said
"read at only 1 third or
fourth-grade leviel. If thit
programed 1 ng .ap-
proach can sum eed with
themand .we eel ft hat
it opens all ,, kinds of
doors. It can he used for
the educable mentally '...
tallied, for 'ghetto res.
iddnts with minimal KW-,
cad ri, for many others."

e of the by-products
of this program," Zink
said. Is tea ching en-
page. *I've noticed a big,
improvement in my stu-
dents' language skills.
They seenf,to absorb it as
are automatic part of the
program.* ,

The students worked on
despite the ending of the
period, and Zink had to
stop them. One of the most
reluctant to leave' was
Geraldine Logan, a pretty
girl with a warm, serene

. smile.
"Geraldine,* said Zink,

"was absolutely not inter-
ested in typing. But she is
fascinated with electronics
assembly. And she's -a
smart girlshe'll make a
lot more money in electro-
nics assembly. '

pagram c lerates Teaching the Deaf."
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Through the cooperation of Dr. Harry Murphy, principal of the

Southwest Los Angeles County School; an intensive two-week

program of developmental testing was.conducted, using seven

13- and 14-year-old girls and boys with reading achievement

at the third- and fourth-grade levels. Only selected seg-
.

meats of the program materials were tested --- approximately
$,

one"third of the total content of the three programs. How-

ever, material from all three programs was included. ,

Under normal system administration, students as young as

those in the Lawndale-test group would never be accepted

as trainees'. The purpose of testing at this age level was

to revise the, teading level of the program, .as. far dowswara
- $

as possiblg.' In achievement of'this goal, important contri-.

butions were made by Dr. Blea in his continuing capacity of

language andreading consultant. /

New Photography and .test production for the first three pro -

grams began concurrent with the production of filMstrips,and

other iaterials'for the classroom version. At the same,time,

plans.were being made to introduce the system into a number

of schools for demonstration and evaluation. AP

In the spring and early summer of 1979,.four institutions

were selected gor this purpose: Amerltan School for the Deaf

hest Hartford, Connecticut; .Q Schools for the Deaf,

!1versidefand Berkeley; andithe Salem kehabilitation-Facility,

Oregon.' Zhe reason for including the rehabilitation facility

was to evaluate the system for instructidn of other handi-

capped populations as well as the deaf.

95
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With the beginning of school during the fall semester 1970,

a tOtalof 24 lOurkbenche6 were, installed at the four demon,

stration sltss:--7,eight workbenches at American School for

the Deaf, six workbenches at California soo81. for the Deaf,

Berkeley, five at theSalem Rehabilitation Facility, and a

fifth workbench added to the four already at California

School for the Deaf, Riverside.

At year's end,' instruction was well underway at both of the

California Schools.for the Deaf, and was scheduled to begin

early in 1971 at both American School for the Deaf and the .

Salem Rehabilitation Facility.,

4
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ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION..

As noted in the foregoing p,

Electronic Assembly Self-In

into schools on an operatio

As of the date f this repo

the California Schools for

mately 30 trainees had beg

assembly workbenqhes... None

beyond the third program in

Obviously, insufficient evi

the demonstration and eval

However, ddringdevelopment

instriictional Materials, ap

hard of hearing boys and 'gib

series of seven self7instru.

from their experience are n

stantiel data do exist whic

effectiveness.

The discussion which follow
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materials, and durimrtite f
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A; Instructional Effective, es

ges, the classroom version of the
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al basis during the fall semester 1970.

two school had begun using the system:

he Deafi Riv side and Berkeley. 4pproxi-

receiving i truction at the electronic

of these trainees, however, had advanced

the series.

ence exists to 'draw any conclusions from

Lion phase of the project at this date.

1 testing and '1n-site tryout of prototype

roxima.tely 85 representative deaf and

14 nompleted all or at least part of the

tional programs. While conclusions drawn

cessarily tentative and incomplete, sub-.

provide clear indications of system

is based on performance data accumulated

Ling and onl-site tryout of prototype

11 semester 1970 at the California Schools

Berkeley.

All evidence indicates hat if propeily administered, the in-

structidnal system will result in achievement of the specified

learning objectives by eal high school student* of at least nor-

mal intelligence and a 5 grade level in reading.

dther instructional benefits are also'indicalted. Substantial

improvements in reading ability, langtlagd skills, and study habits

were noted on-the pert,of, chose trainees who completed the in-

structional Programa.
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Becauete tmprovemfnt of reading and language skills was not one of

the specific objectives of the project, no. statistical data were

accumulated to show this improvement. However, trainees with

median air low reading abilities, and with no previous exposure

to techrlical terminology very rapidly began adding words to. their

vocabulary )4ke the following: anti-wicking tweezer, bifurcated

terminal, grommet, glyptal, soldering, swaging, torque;' ratchet,,

thermal,'diagonal, insulation, seiner, fillet, turret, stress,

crimp, harness, circuitry, component, syringe, replacement. The

trainees used the words correctly, and they spelled the words

correctly.

Of necessity, in the course of completing the instructional pro-

grams, the trainees learned to read instructions cfrefully,'o

,interpret those instructions, and to, follow them exactly. This

was a difficult achievement for many of the students 'who came to

the training course with poor reading and study habits.

A related, problem for many trainees was that of learning inde-

pendently. Deaf sAldents tend to be highly dependent on their

teachers. In beginning their programs of self-instructionv most

trainees felt very uncomfortable in being asked to proceed on their

own. The final outcome for many trainees included a substantial

improvement in self-confrdence.
or*

As discussed on pages 53-56'0.ength of Curriculum) and indicated

in Exhibit 28, the data show that trainees who had the highest

amination scores and produced the beast workmapship also tend to

proceed through the course of self-ilistruction at the fastest pace.

A prime'variable,in the pace of-selfi-instruction was that of the

individual period of instruction. Ihelonger the daily period of

instruction, the faster the pace tended tb be.



B. _Adapt veness to Individual Differences

Administration of-anstruction both during tryout and regular

school operations revealed the system to be both flexible and

adaptive to trainees' individual styles of responding to pro-
,

grammed textlook and filmstrip materials:.

The aelkrinstructional program materials were designed for a

trainee to begin with a,frame'of text instruction and its coor-

dinated frame of filmstrip', and'then proceed frame-by-frame

through text and filmstrip simultaneously for the duration of each

instructional period. Some of the trainees proceeded in exactly

this manner. Others,howeVer, would first review the upcoming

section ofteit material only, return to the beginning of the

section; and then proceed frame-by-frame through both text and

filmstrip. Others would begin each inAructional period byfirst

_reviewing upcoming filmstrip material Phdependently,'ind then

return tp receive instruction frame-by-frame froM both text and

filmstrip.

The last pattern --- reviewing the filmstrip independently before

beginning frame-by-frame, coordinated text and filmstrip instruc-
t

-

tion --= appeared to be the most prevdlent. Trainees were per-

mitted to proceed in whatever way was moat comfortable for them.
4

AO differences' in learning achievement were noted as the result

of these different approaches to self - instruction.

Another aspect of indlviddal difixences in crernee behavior-was

manifested in the intersocial relationships between trainees at

ad j scent workbenches).

Some trainees tended to ignore one-another completely. Others

would monitor their neighbors'work, compare workmanship, and

, sometimes discuss the instruction. Pairs of trainees at..adjacent

workbenches would sometiMes pace each other, not trying tot outdo...,
;

one/another., but carefully keeping abreast of one another as they
.

proceeded.A11224their irograms. Others would compeser attempt-

agr to work as rapidlyas Poisible in order to 'keep up with faster

indrviduals.

!-S17
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Trainees appeared to benetit from comparing their work and pacing

one another. However, the highly competitive individual,typical-
.

ly tended to work faster than was good for hi'*. He would tend to

skip instruction or not respond correctly, and his workmanahip

would suffer. The teacher constantly would have to prescribe

remedial instruction and try to slow him down 1.n Order to bring

his work Up to standard.

C. Peer-Tutor Characteristics

Administration of the system in 4 multiple-workbench situation

appeared to stimulate highly productive per'tutor relationships"

among trainees. Without being initiated by the teacher, these

, relationships developedssOontaneously in every group (Exhibit 39).

Slarer learners needing help would turn to chose who were.pro-

ceeding faster and doing better. The faster trainee appeared to

enjoy the role of tator, and typica/ly did an effective job.

Once begun, constructive-peer-tdorxelstionships were strongly

encouraged. They proved not onIy.tObe mutually beneficial to

the traineea, but also were very helpful to the teacher. *Peer-

'tutor relationships tended to relieve demands on the teaCher's

time during critical, periods Of introducing new trainees-into the

system, administering and grading examinations, etc.

*

D. Motivational Aspects

As noted in pages'56-58 (Trainee Entry Requirements), a student's
Mk

behavior in .the training system often was quite different from his

tohaIkor in other types of tistructIonal situations. .Trainees

with limited attention !pan in the conirenional classroom typical-

ly
4

would spend hours absorbed in their work at the electeOpic

aas'.sbly workbench.

The system tended to be highly motivating for those traineemcwtlo

entered Instruction wanting to learn.electronic assembly skills,

it. tended to maintain and strengthen the Interest of those

who at least ;We-re-Waling to find out what the course was ekl about.

_9V*/ ) .
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There were no indications of Hawalrne effect --- interest

fu the costse did not diminish as. thf novelty of theusystem

wore off. To the contrary, interest increased ai the trainee

moved from prOgram to program, advi.ncidg to increasingly more

.complex aspects of the electronic assembler's job. learning

to use new tools, perfecting the skills he was learning,

gaining increased cohfidebc, in his ability tofollowiech-

nicil instructions and do elactly what was required, and

having the satisfaction of ectuall/ building something.

No attempt was made to introduce motivational stimuli into

textbook ar filmstrip cohtetlt. The chessis assembled by

each trainee were%non-functionel. Nothing built by the

trainee could bi plugged in-and made to work. This did not

sells to make any difference.

During the Riverside summer school tryo ut.in1969-(ee

pages 03-85), the .trainees w4re talon on a: field trip to

tour the manufacturing,facilitieh f TRW Systems.GrOup,

Redondo Beach, Califolw ia, The vi it was' made ate tide

when most of the traineesh4d'progressed mpre tkan 'half -way

through the series of eevin programs. One,of the tour guides

was a-deat electronic assembler with severil years of on -the-
*, p

job experience at TRW Systems.

Trainees had the opportunity too see skills they-were learn-

ing actually being applied in real-life work situations.

'rimy wit4e8 while assemblers put towther components for

spacecraft and kommunication satellites --- in many instances

working4eith\types of assembly instructions and wire harness

boards almost Identical to those in the training systei.
0

The experience was highly stimulating. A comparable field

trip would be recommended for every trainee who goes through

the system. .

794-
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E. Sietgrbk\Admihiser4ion -

A very,commehensive determinant;of 3/nstructional effectiveness

is that of sysetem management and ad ini4tiation. The trainee

always,must be able to find tools, arts, and materiiis exactly

where they are supposed to be on t eworkbench at the moment he

needs them. Making pure that eve
-

to be is an imporant pert of the

teacher always-Must. be aVailabl

No matter how few self -ins'

adminiattion.Of the a fuil-time job.

thing is where supposed

teacher's job. In addition,the

When.a trainee needs him.

onal workbenches are occupVed,

'As discussed on 1)ages..56-59. (ea7cher Requirements)., the most
..

portatii qualititation for the teadhar is a knowledge of'elecironic-
A

assembly ticlibrques and standards.

struction at, the California Schools

Berkeleyi.during the fall semester

Experiencte in initiating in-

for the Deaf,1iverside and

1970, lAis botne this out.

. None of the teachers at the'fou'r demonstration and evaluation,
, -,- .

,, ,,

a*es had 1previous experienae in deaf educatieh
,

or in communicat-

ing wfth the deaf. All of them had experience in electronics,'

however.

At American School for the Deaf,- Westqlartford, Connetict,-the

systma was introduced into the curriculum bk Edmond Cas4etti
1

Director of VOcational EducatiOn'and,Rehabilitation'pprviCes

.

(Exhibat 40) : 'To
Le

tepoh tbe course, 1,6..Cassetti, s ho himself has

experience in electroniCs; selected Paul Rakyta, wh ame to
- ct,

school. directly from 25 years in the electronics industry.

The teacher at.the Salem -Reliabilitation'Facility, Oregon, f's Mrs.- 4
Josephine Copple (Exhibit 40). Mrs. Copple previously had iii-

' and supervised wire harnegs building and other electEpnic
.o....... -

. ,*.

assembly subcontract' Work at the Facility's sheltered workshop. .

r---,
4 '
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GeAald Peterson (Exhibit'41),, the teacher at the Califortia

Sthool foP-the Deaf, RiVerside., is a-recent coflegE graduate in

education with electionic expertenceboth in the Navy,and in'

industry.

Sam M-Nolan (Exhibit 41),"the teacher at the California School for

.11

the Deaf, Berkeley, is.a,25- year retired veteran of Naval

.

elec-- ,-:.

tronircs wii19'came to eh-6 school directly from a job as an electronic'"
. ..

.

'technician-in..a:govetnment research laboratory.

To date, no major problems in system administration haye emerged

at the detOnstrationadd evalua W
%.

sn chodls- The minor ,iffi-.
-... ,.. ,

ctIlties.encOuntered have been typischf of what,might be expected
, -

during the start-up of Any innovat,ive,eourse by,

,,previous experience in deafveduction. At both

. Berkeley, the trainees'-pace ofa0ancemenl_and
. ...

s4

a teacnor with no

Riverside and

the .quality of'

their work have been consistent4ittb what was produced during
. *-- -' .

the tryouts administered br projffict personnel and consultants.

ft , \ ."'
*

F. Application of the Instructi&al Concept
,

ea
.

'EXperience to date indicate that the instructional model upon..

-

-t.thich the system is' based (fie paget 6-83Instructional Concept)
4

is a valid One fbr this particular instruaaonal application.

The combination of programmed ,textbook and filmstripqnaterials

has more than fulfilled expectations.
0

Asrecently as-the summer of 1969, conkiltants in deaf education

an electronic assembly Were4continuing to eatimate that it would

nbt be possible,to successfully administer the system to an indi-
.

with,a reading level'of'lower than sixth grade. The

achie4hmerkt inclCkering that grade level to 3.0 is a direct re-AV.

stilt of the careful planning and construction delesson contend
.

andAdevelopmentaltestingeprototypetryout,andfevision
-.

..
..oi . -

procedures Whicitwere followed in prpgram development. .

f\-

4
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The concept which underlies.the combining of programmed(textbook

and filmstrip.mkterials in the system is one of complementary
4 0

communication. Ilesson presentation does not consist of text

Tterial illtistiated by the filmstri.R. Neither does it*consist

of, a glinstrip presentation ,sup plemented by text.

.. o ."
.. 1

The Specifro objectiveof each step. of lesson presentation was
.y

analyzed-to determine hoW each of the media could be used in its

own best manner to the Fullest effdtt for communicating instruc-

tidnkrcontent. Text and filmstripr.materia.ls were then developed

concurrently. Thesaim was to make progtammed textbook and film-

still) content as complementary and mutually reinforcing as

possible, while at tfievsame'tilyle avoiding redundancy and keeping
.

'the'.comm
4

unicationas simple and as unambiguous as possible.
,,,-

-
The success of the insiructionall.concept and the programmed text-

4
,bodk/filmstrip, approach for deaf high school students has suggested

....thk'they,,:might be just as valid;not only for other handicapped
.-..,
,.populations, hue also for,indiViduals with a broad range of learn-,

.

, : ing4roblems. ,The admire stration of the.instructional system at

the Salem Rehabilitation acility will test phis possibility dur-ing.or ,he coming year. *

"{
. 4

-I.thas.been.suggested also that the instructio systeM might

v ,

:'
4e ,

lik,,.«
prove,seffettiye for learners With English as a second language,

2. , r

: ,e.g.,
*
Spanish-speaking'popdlations.' The supposition. is that the

system not only wouldsucceed,in teaching suchlearners vocational;
.

skills, but also might substantially improve their English

-'1.anguage skills: ,This remaps-to be,determined.
,

/

'Shat is most evident at present is that-the insttuctiOnal concept
I .

and the in&lia qpproaeh used in the electronic assemtly\\ system

might)pe highly adaptable to the programmed learning of other

:vocatialal subjects. Suggestions haveinclilded vocational area

of printing, automo4ve work, and electronic theory,andadvan ed

areas of electronic assembly, quality, ossurance, and the ork

the elettronic technician.
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In the Electronic Assembly Self-Instructional Training System/for

the Deaf, the conceptewdiks\. If lends itself to practical appli-

cation in an operational gehool.situation. 'It results in learn-
.

ing. The learners appear to enjoy the experience. ti

The Project Director visited the California8chool for the Deaf,

-Betkelby, durilig the first week of system administration,during '
11Pmt

the fall semester 1970. As he' was leavingthe electronic assembly

classroom at the end of the second day, one of" the tfhinees h'anded

him a note. The trainee was a young girl who was having an ex-
,

tremely difficult time, and who was advancing mote_slOwly than
e

the rest of her group. The note is Exhibit 42: .

4,

.^Vm

Exhibit 42. Note From TAiri6e.,

1


